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PRESTON AMES
ART DIRECTOR

Th is is somewhat the way I re-

member the Left Bank of Paris when
I was a student at the Beaux Arts:

An attic room with its twisted stair-

way, a street with its shops and
cafes, a flower stand hidden behind

some old shoring, a cellar converted

into a night club. Here a good part

of the picture was shot and with the

teamwork of Director Vincente Min-

nelli, Choreographer Gene Kelly,

Cameraman Al Gilkes, and Art Di-

rector, the studio was able to get

from this set what it, in part, had
originally intended to do abroad.

The sketch of the street was brought

to the screen by a matte shot exe-

cuted by Warren Newcombe.
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From the Quai the girl left to

meet her finance who was singing

"A Stairway to Paradise" in a typi-

cal French Music Hall. Two unusual

features were: the pair of live chan-

deliers whose girls were draped in

plastic swags, designed with the co-

operation of Orry Kelly, and the

stairway itself. This was so wired

that the step of the singer on a tread

hit the riser above.

The two principal characters met
at a Sidewalk Cafe then crossed the

street past some Book Stalls and
down a stone stair to the river level.

In the background was the Bridge

of Archevenche and the rear view
of the Cathedral of Notre Dame.
Much attention was given here to

the effect of night illumination on
the Cathedral and to keep the spot

as romantic a setting as possible.

The top sketch is that portion of the

set shot on a stage. No cutouts of

the Bridge were used. The Bridge,

Cathedral, and the continuation of

the River Seine were on a one hun-

dred fifty foot cyclorama.
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The introduction of Leslie Caron

was by a series of stylized scenes

of French Baroque, Louis XVI,

Jacobean, Victorian, Modern, and
Biedermeier, each painted in a

single color to complement the color

of the costume. The first was seen

in a dissolve through a mirror frame.

The end was a composite shot see-

ing five scenes at the same time,

which meant weeks of work for the

special camera effects department
under Irving Ries.

Oscar Levant dreamt he gave a

concert, the Gershwin "Concerto in

F", where he was soloist, conductor,

and all the musicians at once, an

effect again achieved by interesting

lighting and fog effect plus multiple

printing by Irving Ries.
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There are two particular features

of this section of Paris, the approach
and the view from the top of one of

the hills. There are narrow streets

and alleys with their art shops, cafes

and the inevitable glimpse of Sacre

Coeur, where artists of all nation-

alities come to paint and sell their

efforts. The spot chosen for the Art

Students Ball could have been the

Moulin de la Galette. From one of

the balconies may be seen the night

illumination of the Arch of Tri-

omphe, the Eiffel Tower, the Opera
House, and the Pantheon. The street

leading away from this night club

restaurant is the Rue de Calvaire,

half side walk and half stair, two or

three blocks long. To get the effect

of this street on film the Dupy dup-
licating machine was used for a

traveling matt shot executed by
Warren Newcombe. This allowed a

very dramatic "tag” for the picture

panning up from the two principals

to a view of Paris in all its glory.
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Kid Magic
PRODUCED ON FILM
FOR TELEVISION BY

Uoammm.MM
"Up to date Wizardry" is the key-

note of the new television film ser-

ies being produced by Harold Helv-

enston at Motion Picture Center.

Naturally, we expect no less when
an Art Director becomes a producer,

but "Kid Magic" really proves the

point. Story, characters, settings,

technicians— it's all modern magic.

"Kid Magic" has been designed

to get away from galactic worlds,

space ships, and earth girls waiting

for the arms of Saturn's Supermen.

By nature an adventure, it com-
bines the pseudo-scientific with fan-

tasy—Hans Christian Andersen with

Science Fiction. It should supply a

crying need in the children's tele-

vision picture — something the kids

will really like and their parents

approve — for it is a series designed

with appeal for fun-loving adults

who are science-fantasy minded.

Also the program teaches a bit of

simple science and incorporates a

moral here and there but most
palatably.

The series is a writers'-designers'

dream. From the story idea and gim-

micks to the imaginative settings,

this production has been a happy
wedding of Producer Harold Helv-

enston's story sketches and Art Di-

rector Jerome Pycha, Jr.'s imagin-

ative interpretations. The settings

themselves have almost no prece-

dent. Not all realistic—nor all mod-
ern—they are rather a perfect fusing

of the ultra-modern and the familiar.

Legerdermain and futuristic science

combine to open weird caves and
erect skyscrapers much taller than

Jerry Pycha, Jr., art director; Helvenston,

producer, and Harry Redmond, special ef-

fects, test "The Brainamo."
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Helvenston's story sketch of the

"Brainamo."

the Empire State Building. Electron-

ics and mad machines of the future

give verve to the hair-raising drama
of a little boy turned loose in a

world of magic dreams.

Denizens that are "not quite out

of this world nor quite in it," "car-

toon" characters portrayed by flesh-

and-blood actors, are whisked here

and there by means of astonishing

devices from one suspense-filled

scene to the next, as laugh follows

gasp in the action-packed episodes

of "Kid Magic."

Helvenston considers himself im-

mensely fortunate in having such an

imaginative fun-loving director as

Erie Kenton, known for his "Frank-

enstein" pictures as well as Abbott
and Costello's best grossers. The
talents and enthusiasms of Carl

Berger, Cameraman, Joseph Gluck,

film editor, and Harry Redmond, Jr.,

in special effects will be utilized to

the utmost in the unfolding of this

film series.

Helvenston has been engaged in

television almost since its inception

in Los Angeles. He was Art Director

for KTSL and later KTLA. He recently

Helvenston's story sketch of the real scene

to be shown in miniature.

Helvenston's story sketch of ''Magic City"

street scene.

Sketch of the imaginary scene, "Magic
City," to be shown in miniature.

Page 1
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"Gizzard the Wizard" gives "Kid Magic"
a good look at the marvels of

"Magic City"

art-directed and directed "Buffalo

Billy" over WCBS-TV in New York,

after which he worked on Bob Clam-
pett's "Time for Beany," one of the

most popular childrens TV shows in

the country. With a Disney back-

ground and a love for childlike fan-

tasy, he has found his tour de force

in his new program "Kid Magic."

Director Erie Kenton shows "Scum the

Bum" (Frank Scannell) just how to leer,

in the tunnels of "Greed Bottom."
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Erie Kenton, director; David Kasday, "Kid
Magic"; Harold Helvenston, producer;
Betty Helvenston and Arthur Browne, Jr.,

writers, look over model of "Magic City."

Kid Magic" (David Kasday) is warned by

Gizzard the Wizard" (Kay Kuter) that

devilment is afoot in "Magic City."

Still Photos by Rolland W. Lane
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In the early Spring of 1951, it be-

came the definite plan of 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Film Corps, to make a

motion picture of the life of German
Field Marshall Rommel, based on
the book: ROMMEL, THE DESERT
FOX, by Brigadier Desmond Young,
an Englishman who had fought
against Rommel in North Africa, and
one of many who maintained re-

spect for him as a great general and
tactician.

Henry Hathaway, well known for

his semi-documentary films, was
given the picture to direct, and
Maurice Ransford was assigned by
Lyle Wheeler, Supervising Art Di-

rector, to design the settings and
work out the intricate problems of

the story. The script was divided
into four separate sections: The two

sequences in the North African

desert; the ones in Germany,- and
the final portion in France where
Rommel had assumed command of

the Atlantic Wall. Each part was of

definite importance from an Art

Director's point of view, since the

backgrounds were known from the

personal experiences of millions of

American Servicemen, the British

Commonwealth, and to both Ger-
man and French audiences.

A skeleton crew with Henry Hath-

away directing was sent to Europe
to secure the necessary background
shots to establish the localities in

which Rommel operated, process

plates to be used with the actors

back at the studio, and whatever re-

search photographs would be need-
ed to match the different buildings

in which the actions took place.

Page 1
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During the ensuing weeks, Rans-

ford began the combing of the

Southwestern desert lands for loca-

tions in which the North African

desert sequences could be shot, and
then the preparation of sketches and
plans for the final approval of the

producer and director. Both Wicken-
berg, Arizona, and Borrego Springs,

California were agreed to be likely

location sites. But in the definite se-

lection of Borrego Springs, it was
found to be possible to shoot in al-

most any direction and miss the

high mountains; dry lake beds for

the mobile desert warfare; and a

U.S. Navy Emergency Airfield that

could be used as a German Air-

drome and could accommodate
planes landing and taking off.

Since the sets shot on the desert

location would be intercut with

stock footage received from Ameri-
can, British, and captured German

sources, it was the requirement of

the Art Director to match as closely

as possible the equipment and forti-

fications used by both the German
and British. A very fine collection of

photographs shot by a German
Officers (and acquired by an Ameri-

can) of Afrika Korp army life was
purchased by the studio. British

sources were used to furnish cover-

age on General Montgomery's
Army. The sketches made by Gene
Allen under Ransford's direction

were based on location stills of the

terrain selected by the Art Director,

and the equipment from the re-

search. The action, depicted in the

sketches followed the script and the

intercuts of the stock footage.

The second portion of the story:

Germany, had to follow very closely

the action as shot by Henry Hatha-

way there. Drawings the photo-

graphs of Rommel's home were
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acquired by the director and air-

mailed to the Studio. The widow of

Field Marshall Rommel placed at

Mr. Hathaway's disposal the vast

collection of the photographs taken

by the General on his various tours

of duty. From these and books pub-

lished by the Hitler Government, it

was possible to design the settings

to be shot on the sound stages.

These included everything from
Rommel's home to Hitler's secret

headquarters near the Eastern Front

at Rastenburg, where the plot to

bomb him took place.

The third portion: France, was
based on the actual fortifications

used by Rommel and General von
Rundstedt, with whom he worked.
The fortifications at St. Germaine
were developed from shots made
by the second unit of a disused and
overgrown, concrete railroad bunk-

er and developed back to the under-

ground headquarters used as a

meeting place for Hitler and Rom-
mel. The interiors were matched as

closely to such installations as the

information allowed and the action

required. The semi - documentary
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quality was continued in all cases.

The fourth portion: A British Com-
mando Raid, was staged entirely at

the Westwood Studio. An acre plot

was developed into a fig orchard

in North Africa in which 40 trees

were built up to resemble a knarled,

dormant orchard. On the stage,

Rommel's Headquarters was de-

signed in order that both the inter-

iors and the exteriors could be shot

in a constant stream of dramatic

actions. The submarine, rubber

boats, and the African short shots

were made in a permanent tank on
the lot.

This production was an example
of the close coordination between
the Director and the Art Director in

the laying out of sets and the pre-

planning of the action in order that

a second unit could photograph the

necessary backgrounds in a foreign

country without the need of the ac-

tors being sent there; and the skill-

ful use of the acquired footage to

tie the production together on the

sound stage.
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POINT
PERSPECTIVE

Please study the diagrams care-

fully before reading this article. This

method is not new and is given here

to assist those that have aerial or

worm's eye problems.

Locate your camera position (sta-

tion point) in plan and elevation.

Mn and m'o' must be at right angles

to your main axis. Mn is the bottom
trace of your picture plane intersec-

ting the stage floor or ground and
m'n' is the same line in elevation.

Draw m'o' at right angles to your

main axis and make long enough to

cover your proposed picture. Then
erect a line upwards to o. Np is par-

allel to mo. Erect a line up to p. The
picture plane in plan then is mnpo
and in elevation m'n'p'o.

Color the sides of your picture

plane as indicated and likewise your

tick strips. Next connect all import-

ant corners with your station point

and where they intersect the edges
of the picture plane, mark numbers.
Transfer these distances to your tick

strips and be sure the color matches.

Then place the tick strips along

MNPO of your perspective, connect

up the numbers and draw in your

building. Window openings, etc.,

may be proportioned. Be sure that

the slope of your picture plane is

the same distance as in your plan

on the yellow line.

Use the same procedure for

worm's eye perspective, or can't

you get that low?

I suggest that you first try out a

simple cube until you understand

the method.
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The native artistic talents of Gene Allen, while quite apparent

in his early youth, came to fruition during his experiences as

a sketch artist in the motion picture studio art departments.
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Examples of his work in this

field are to be found in the

"Desert Fox" on pages 1 4 to 17.

His interest in fine arts in gen-

eral, also conspires to keep

Allen an active artist.
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AN AMERICAN
IN PARIS

Second of two Articles written about
the Art Direction on this Picture..

j)y PRESTON AMES

"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS" was
the title of George Gershwin's
famed musical suite written when
the late composer returned from a

stay in France. It was the decision

of the Producer, Arthur Freed, and
the director, Vincente Minnelli, to

combine this music and the style of

famous French painters into a Ballet.

The intimate pooling of ideas by
these men plus the enthusiasm of

choreographer Gene Kelly started

the formula of "No Formula" for this

seventeen minute number. Super-

vising Art Director Cedric Gibbons,

costume designer, Irene Sharaff,

and I set to work to plot the various

scenes.

On the back of the "Black and
White" Ball program, Gene Kelly

drew a rough sketch of the Avenue
des Champs Elysees. This was torn

apart in the course of his conversa-

tion with Leslie Caron and the two
pieces fell to the ground. The wind
sweeping these two pieces of sketch
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together was the bridge between
the real and fanciful. The sketch be-

came a back drop through which
Gene Kelly appeared and at a musi-

cal Cue, the sketch was splashed

with color as if Dufy, himself, had
quickly added those necessary

touches. From the Avenue, Gene
Kelly danced into the Place de la

Concorde, again the inspiration of

Dufy. His Caligraphic style was pro-

jected into a third dimension by the

use of third dimensional forms such

as the obelisk and the fountain. The
crew of draughtsmen and scenic

men used to execute this deserve
great credit. George Gibson with

the latter, accomplished some very

wonderful pieces of art. Henry
Greutert and his modelers and
sculptors did a fountain for us of

which Mr. Dufy would be proud.

The technique of the various paint-

ers had to be studied to the nth de-

gree from the brush strokes on
Renoir's "Pont Neuf"—to the palette

knife technique of Utrillo. Color

wise the artists themselves dictated

the palette. Dufy, red, white and
blue or Van Gogh with his yellow
and white as used on his Sun-
flowers.

m



FROM THE PLACE DE LA CON-
CORDE, there was a dissolve to a

flower market on the Left Bank done
in the style of Renoir. "The Pont

Neuf" inspired this setting using the

colors from that painting to set the

artificial and real flowers on the set.

From this we went to the streets of

Montmartre as only Utrillo has paint-

ed them. The damp, moldy walls,

the dirty alley, rows of disreputable

houses, his version of romantic

Montmartre.

The "Sleeping Princess", tropical fol-

iage and his "Notre Dame" set the'

pattern of a Carnival in a Park by
Henri Rousseau, the customs official,

as seen below.

This painter, a true primitive, was admired
for his genuine and continuous childish-

ness, and his naive vision.
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THE PLACE DE L'OPERA built in a series of

planes, found its style from Van Gogh's pat-

tern of his “Cypress," painted at Arles.

Four paintings of Toulouse Lautrec were faith- CHOCOLAT AT THE ACHILLES BAR and three
fully reproduced. paintings on the Moulin Rouge.
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ART DIRECTOR
Tkfcastnc^l avrvd
Costvircvt Disigrvti*

Born and educated in Copenhag-
en, Denmark, with degrees in law

and philosophy from the Royal Uni-

versity, and a diploma from the

Royal Academy in Architecture, —
Max Ree is exceptionally well equip-

ped in academic background.
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From the practice of Architecture,

and the design of furniture and in-

teriors, Max turned finally to the

design of Theatrical Settings and
costumes, with Copenhagen, Stock-

holm, Paris and Berlin Theatres and
Opera Houses as his field of fine

accomplishment in Europe.

Among his best known such

work was with Max Reinhardt:

Offenbach's "Orpheus in the Under-

world", and Shakespeare's "A Mid-
Summer Nights Dream".

Coming to New York in 1922,

Max designed Stage Settings and

Costumes for many a Broadway
"hit", such as "Music Box Revue",

"Greenwich Village Follies", "Earl

Carroll's Vanities", "Ritz Revue",

etc., etc., etc. Between shows, he

dashed off covers for "The New
Yorker" and "Theatre Magazine".

Then Hollywood, — and in 1925-

26 Max Ree was designing costumes
for films at M.G.M.: — Garbo in

"The Torrent" — and "The Tempt-
ress", Lillian Gish in "The Scarlet

Letter", and for Von Stroheim's

"Wedding March", — all top-notch-

ers. Subsequently, Max was in

charge of Costume Design for First

National, — some 60 productions,

among which were "The Divine

Lady" and "Private Life of Helen of

Troy" — Corinne Griffith and Maria
Korda epics.

While Supervising Art Director at

RKO Studios, Max Ree also super-

vised the costuming of some 90 pro-

ductions, won an Academy Award
Nomination for Art Direction on the

musical film "Rio Rita".
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1931 was a great year for Max, for he became in that year, a natural-

ized Citizen of the USA, and to top it off, won an "Oscar" from the

Academy for the Art Direction on the great saga of the west —
"Cimmaron".

Other films, such as "Sergeant Grischa", and "Carnegie Hall", are

among the many fine contributions Max has made to the Cinema.

Page 1 2



When Max Reinhardt presented

"A Mid-Summer Night's Dream" in

the Hollywood Bowl, the San Fran-

cisco Opera and the Berkeley Greek
Theatre, he sought out Max Ree to

design the Settings and the Cos-

tumes. They were of such eye-filling

class and grandeur that they will

long be remembered.

Max Ree's sketch upon a break-

fast Menu, made while discussing

the Berkeley Greek Theatre produc-

tion with Max Reinhardt, who
O.K.ed it over his toast and coffee.

And when Reinhard't "A Mid-
Summer Night's Dream was placed

on film by Warner Bros. -First Na-
tional, once again, the costumes
were designed by Max Ree. Their

splendor in design and execution

reflects the versatility and brilliance

of Max's talents as a top-flight De-

signer, for both Film Production and
the Theatre.

WE SERVE
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Norman Rockwell and Melvin K. Archer

9L MAKi-UP STORY
ty M£L ARCHER , DtSigner-lllusirAtor

In the production of a successful

Motion Picture, few, if any, studio

artists find themselves in closer per-

sonal contact with the Film Player,

than the Make-up Artist.

The artistry of the Make-up Artist,

and the ramifications of his pains-

taking skills, present volume-filling

complexity which is hardly apparent

upon the surface of a thin layer of

grease paint.

So it is also, with the Make-up
Designer-Illustrator, whose work
must be co-ordinated with that of

the Make-up Artist.

The Make-Up Designer-Illustrator

is primarily concerned with the fact

that his conceptions of a make-up
characterization may be readily re-

produced by the Make-up Artist

upon the facial contours of the Film

Player.
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It is one thing for an Illustrator to

draw a masterful characterization on

paper, exciting the Actor's admira-

tion and the Producer's approval.

However, if it is physically impos-

sible to get the same effect upon the

face of the Actor, — the entire effort

has been in vain, and confusion

reigns supreme.

The limitations of the Make-Up
Artist and the Make-Up Designer

Illustrator, are well known to each

other, — therefore, it is imperative

that they work hand in hand.

The drawings reproduced here,

were made by me for various pro-

ductions, and every effort was made
to make them quite practical, retain-

ing the resemblance of the Film

Player on one hand, and on the

other, capturing a likeness of the

character desired. By this means,
these important considerations may
be settled to the satisfaction of all

concerned, well in advance of the

start of a motion picture production.

Loin vV'
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The four Make-up Characterization Sketches above, were designed for Frederic

March as Mark Twain, in the Warner Brothers production which paid tribute to our

great American man of letters. They show him in four different stages of life. First

as a Mississippi River Boat Pilot;—in the Banquet Room at the Whittier Birthday

dinner;—in bankruptcy, as he met his many creditors face to face;—and finally,

in an Ante-room at the Chapel in Oxford, England, where he was paid high honors.
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JOE CONN—Director

FARRELL QUIGLEY—Technical Director

On the evening of March 30,

1950, Hollywood Television Theatre,

the first repertory group in West
Coast Television, presented Henrik

Ibsen's ''Doll's House," one of a

series of great plays to be produced.

It was the basic purpose of this

group to create through talent, di-

rection, and production new stan-

dards heretofore lacking in the

medium because of limitations of

budget and time. What medium can

be called an "art" form? An ap-

proach to this is by simply under-

standing both the limitations and
possibilities of the medium in which
the creative effort if made, whether
it be pottery, painting, composing a

fugue for Glockenspiel, and — for

live television. A creative effort like

television is so dependent upon the

collaborative effort of so many crafts

that its development and maturity

must wait upon the experience and
understanding of certain techpical

problems before a production can

be presented without the technical

cliches so prevalent in TV today.

What are the differences between
live television and film? Live tele-

vision Art Direction can do no better

than to adapt all techniques per-

fected in motion pictures during the

last thirty years. For any type of

realistic setting the built up construc-

tion as opposed to painting a set in

the stage manner is obviously super-

ior. Unlike a stage audience seated

at a fixed distance from the stage,

the camera is required to explore

the setting on much more intimate

terms.

However, there is one difference.

A live television show is shot con-

tinuously and while shot, editing

begins with the preliminary design

of the set. It is of tremendous im-

portance for the Art Director to dis-

cuss all camera movements with the

Director before the show begins.

Consequently, the Art Director de-

signs for accessibility of continu-

ously moving equipment which
allows the Director freedom to func-

tion smoothly in his work and cuts

down the time element in produc-

tion.
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The Art Director's responsibility for

I

the mounting of a show begins with

the first picture to hit the screen—
the titles. The introductory titles

shown here were designed by John
Blaire, Graphic Design Head of KTTV

and help to establish mood by sen-

sitive calligraphy — using the Vic-

torian wallpaper background later to

be seen as the main background of

the play.

The "living room," in

which 75 per cent of the

action of the play takes

place. The accessibility

of prop houses in Holly-

wood make it easier for

the Art Director to know
that the set can be
dressed authentically.
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Exterior used for opening and closing. A forty-foot dolly shot to

nameplate on side wall gives actors time to get to the next scene.

Krogstadt's Study. An attic room
with a typically built in Norwegian
bed corner. A single window set

just above the floor creates the feel-

ing of a room at the top of a build-

ing. Note motion picture technique

in that all sets are built up rather

than painted elements.

Page 22 (Continued on page 25)
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Torvald's Study. This is one of the

problems of continuous shooting in

television which is solved without

the use of wild walls. The bookcase
element is removable; the cabinet

doors open to receive the pedestal

camera when it shoots intimate

scenes around the fireplace in the

living room on the other side, while

a picture over the mantel slides up
during shooting and can be returned

to its original position at a moment's
notice.

A shot from the

catwalk. All sets

have to be
placed in logical

sequence in rela-

tion to passage
of time in the

show for easy

access of cam-
eras and move-
ment of talent.
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JIM HORAN NELSON K. PATTON

Our Army Equipment which includes Tanks, as pictured above, was used in 20th Century-
Fox "Desert Fox" and Universal-International's "Red Ball Express".
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9k ACflDsmy of monon
PICTURE ARTS &- SCIEFICES

As an aid in stimulating film pro-

ducers to try for increased quality in

their work, especially in these days

of new and powerful competition,

the Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences maintains one of the

largest industry libraries in the

United States and one of the most
complete in the world.

On file in the library at Academy
headquarters, 9038 Melrose Ave-

nue, Hollywood, are more than five

thousand books, periodicals, and

other publications about films, cross-

indexed for quick and easy refer-

ence.

Some of the 5,000 books and other publications.
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The value of these records is in-

dicated by the daily use made of

them by studio personnel, espe-

cially research departments, public-

ity offices, studio film libraries, pro-

ducers, actors, writers, and directors.

Art Directors find the Academy li-

brary particularly helpful. The more
than 20,000 stills of people and pro-

duction, dating back to the incep-

tion of film making, provide excel-

lent visual research material.

The library was founded in 1936
by Margaret Herrick, now the Acad-
emy's executive director, as an
agency through which the Academy
might serve the cinema industry to

greater extent.

Studios have come to rely on this

vast resource, where records of the

film industry are stored against time.

The memories that linger in the his-

tory of films, the success and the

applause of persons who had a part

in the development of Hollywood's
industry, are preserved in the ar-

chives.

To bring about the realization of

such an industry-devoted library has

been a project of major dimensions,
but it is an undertaking that our film

studios can well be proud of. This

collection is a wealth of technical

and artistic knowledge that serves

the ultimate interests of motion pic-

tures. Therefore, day in and day out,

the work goes on to ferret out all

available material and amass it into

an organized file.

Its activities are directed by Betty

Franklin, head librarian, and her as-

sistant, Lillian Schwartz. Their analy-

ses show that inquiries to the office

range from requests of photos for

use in illustrating stories, to lists of

films having similar subjects or se-

quences, such as "a dream se-

quence," or "an Olympics team"
sequence. Historical characters in

films and who portrayed them in

which pictures, is another topic in

frequent demand. Biographical films

about musicians or singers; dates of

births and deaths of Hollywood not-

ables; economics of the industry in

any given year or era; industry cred-

its for specific individuals, such as

film editors, cameramen, art direc-

tors, or costume designers; names
and addresses of organizations, are

other data sought.

Besides the industry personnel,

magazine and newspaper writers

often solicit information. The gen-

Some of the 20,000 folders of still photos are on file here.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THESE ?

'ftlASE 00 NOT EAT PEANUTS'

and throw the shucks upon the floor

It is both annoying and unclean.

DOGS DONT CARE
FOR PICTURES

WHY NOT
LEAVE THEM HOME.

A page from the FIRST issue of "The
Optical Lantern and Cinematograph Jour-

nal,” Vol. I, No. 7, November, 1904.

Page 8

eral public is also a frequent user of

the archives. For example, a church

group requires a list of features and
short subjects on juvenile delin-

quency; a law enforcement agency
wants to study films on certain case

histories of criminals dealing in nar-

cotics; a person has to give a talk on

films before a social gathering. Facts

pertaining to all these are within

easy access.

Recently a student of the Univer-

sity of Chicago spent two months in

the Academy Library gathering ma-
terial for a thesis. Scholars from

around the nation and abroad are

frequent communicators asking for

detailed information, which is com-

piled by the Academy staff. It might

be pointed out that material con-



An early 1912 outdoor open stage setting

—enough to make an Art Director of that

day very proud. Note that the furniture is

NOT painted on the wall, nor are the

Cameraman's cap, pipe, or puttees.

A Cafe Set of 1912 at the Chicago Essanay

Studio. Recognize anyone?

tained in the library can only be
used on the premises.

An air of nostalgia permeates the
"morgue" of more than 20,000 pic-

ture folders. This limbo contains
photographs of long-forgotten mo-
tion pictures and of stars whose
names shimmered brightly in the
flickering lights in the yester-year of
show business. In juxtaposition, are
the files of names and titles belong-
ing to contemporary times.

Not to be overlooked is the inval-

uable collection of scrapbooks in-

An Exterior Set for "Palace of the King"
—an Essanay-Chicago, outdoor platform

stage set of 1912.

The colossal set, and it WAS, for D. W.
Griffith's great epic of 1916. From the

Paul H. Allen collection.

An Interior Setting for "Palace of the

King" — an Essanay Drama, 1912. Note
the Director, foreground, WITH MEGA-

PHONE, AND cigar.
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eluding those of Richard Barthelmess

(forty-eight books prepared by his

mother, each book devoted to a spe-

cific picture in which he starred);

Walter Wanger; Jean Hersholt; Sol

Lesser; Mack Sennett, and the

Thomas Ince collection of more than

ninety books containing synopses

and stills of pictures made by the

Ince Company.

A quick run-through of the Acad-
emy Library assets reveals that there

is categorical information covering

more than six thousand actors, writ-

ers, directors, producers, techni-

cians, and film editors from the

early silents to today's titanic pro-

ductions. Also, volumes of early

day trade papers, both foreign and
domestic, plus a complete file of

"Sight and Sound," the famous Eng-

lish critical quarterly, and bound is-

sues of all present day film trade

journals, are included.

Through this vast library, and its

various other channels, the Acad-

emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences serves the motion picture in-

dustry.

The Selig Back Lot— 1912. What DID
they burn in that incinerator?

The Selig Polyscope Co., Inc.— Studio-

Office and Salesroom, 45-49 Randolph St.,

Chicago, III., 1912. Also — real estate

for sale.

./'W-! <-< • Ot'C' ( *?f

The streets, open air Stages, and other

buildings of Universal City, 1912.

Page 1
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"The Society of Motion Picture

Art Directors presents to the Bell &
Howell Company, this symbol of

achievement as an AWARD for the

simplicity and distinction of DESIGN
of the new Camera, the Bell & How-
ell '200'.

"

With these words our President,

Robert M. Haas made presentation

to the Bell & Howell organization of

one of our 1952 AWARDS.

The Art Director is continuously

striving for perfection in design.

Many of his innovations in design

have established architectural, dec-

orative, and other trends in our na-

tional life.

Just as good design has become
increasingly worthwhile and impor-

tant upon the Motion Picture Screen,

so it is in the field of commercial

products.

With the conviction that product

DESIGN, of quality and distinction,

should be commended, the Society

of Motion Picture Art Directors each

year studies the field and makes se-

lection of a limited few who are the

recipients of the SMPAD DESIGN
AWARDS.

Charles H. Percy (right), president of Bell

& Howell Company, receives the Society

of Motion Pictures Art Directors' 1952
Award from Donna Reed, star of "Satur-

day's Hero," and Robert Haas, president

of the Society of Motion Picture Art Di-

rectors. The award was presented to Bell

& Howell for outstanding design in their

new "200" (16mm magazine loading)

amateur movie camera.

Page 1
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in monon picture production

Designers, whether wholesale,

couturier or custom, do pretty much
what they want. In other words,
they design clothes to make women
look attractive and even more im-

portant, to make women buy. A
motion picture designer, on the

other hand, very rarely does exactly

what he or she wishes. His or her

designing is more the result of co-

ordinating with a group of other

technicians. The most important

Page 1
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combination is that of the costume
designer and the art director.

Here at Paramount we work so

closely together that our clothes and
sets are practically planned simul-

taneously. We have even worked
out a chart system whereby I give

the Art Department a thumb nail

sketch of every costume, together

with a fabric sample for each Tech-

nicolor or black and white picture.



Elizabeth Taylor
—
"A PLACE IN THE

SUN " Six layers of white net over pale

mint green taffeta. Bodice of white velvet

violets with green centers. Entire skirt

studded with single violets.

And I in turn look at the design and
model of every set. This is done
even before a sketch is shown to a

star, director, or producer. In that

way, we have discovered at Para-

mount that we eliminate any pos-

sible chance of complications or

“surprise"; and we have discovered,

particularly in the case of pictures

which involve numbers or spec-

tacles, that if we show our sketches

of sets and costumes together as a

unit, it is not only very impressive,

but very safe. And there is never

any chance for later saying, "I wish

Page 1
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I had done something else," or "It

would have been better done some
other way."

This pre-planning method of set

and costume coordination has saved

us so much trouble that I automat-

ically have a preliminary meeting
with the Art Department before I

even start sketching. We find, in

that way, there are certain times

when the set must be subordinated

to the costume and vice versa.

In these days of guarding against

waste of both time and expense this

rapport between the two depart-

ments has been invaluable.

EDITH HEAD, Chief Costume De-

signer at Paramount Studios, and
one of the most noted and capable

of Hollywood's Costume Designers,

Page 1
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is a product of California scholastic

training.

Educated in Los Angeles Schools,

with an A.B. at University of Cali-

fornia-Berkeley, an M.A. at Stanford

University, and special studies at

Otis Art Institute and Chouinard Art

School, she is expert in sculpture,

life drawing, landscape, and por-

traiture oil painting and water color.

She taught Art and Languages for

three years at a Los Angeles Girl's

School, with the designing of cos-

tumes as an absorbing hobby, prior

to her advent as a professional in

1923, when she joined Paramount,
with which Studio she has been as-

sociated ever since—the first woman
to hold the top fashion designing
spot in the motion picture industry

-Ed.
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How would you like a fishing va-

cation with all expenses paid, in-

cluding Transportation to and from
Fisherman's Wharf in San Francisco,

excellent food, and a professional

fisherman for a guide? Well, it hap-

pened to me! And what's more I

got paid for it! However, there was
one small "catch" to it. In addition

to the pleasures of fishing I had to

design backgrounds, secure process

plates, obtain second unit shots, and
coordinate five fishing boats and a

camera tug on a six-day fishing "sa-

fari" that took us 150 miles to sea

and into a terrific storm.

Here is the set-up. Universal-In-

ternational was preparing to make
Ernest Gann's best seller book, "FID-

DLER'S GREEN" into a motion pic-

ture called "THE RAGING TIDE" and
they needed actual shots of the boat

and the crew catching albacore and
salmon in all weather conditions

from greasy calm fog-bound morn-
ings to nights of violent pitching

storms. The story called for se-

quences which were impossible for

actors and directors to shoot on a

40-foot boat at sea. They demanded
(and got) actual pictures of real peo-

ple on real boats in real storms and

Page 1
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in addition they demanded (and

got) tie-up shots and process pic-

tures so that actors could work in

complete safety of a studio set and
at the same time appear to go'

through the harrowing hardships

that we actually encountered.

First of all, I prepared extensive

continuity sketches of what was re-

quired and determined the mechan-
ics of all operations definitely di-

viding which portion was to be shot

off San Francisco . . . from those

which would be photographed in

the Hollywood Studios.

Incidentally, this entire operation

took place before Aaron Rosenberg,

the Producer, had established any
of the actors. This, of course, created

additional complications because
there was no way of establishing

actor's doubles.

Secondly, we went to San Fran-

cisco and chartered a 125-foot sea-

going tug that was to be the camera
boat and traveling hotel for the trip

which was out
.
past the Farallon

Islands into the albacore waters.

We took another camera crew
and three fishermen aboard Ernest



PARLV MCRUIMC, - CALM SEA
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FOP.'BRUWO’-

Long shot made from tug boat at sea.

The 40-foot trawler "MIKE" owned by

the author of "FIDDLER'S GREEN/'
Ernest Gann.

Gann's "MIKE" that was to double
for the "TAAGE" and off we went.

What a time we had! Eight men
aboard a 40-foot trawler that has ac-

commodations for seven. But, what
fun and what fishing! We all had
our fill of albacore and salmon fish-

ing. Hand over hand on tight lines

and stainless steel leaders. The pro-

fessionals don't use poles, you
know— just a line and a jig. The jig

has a hook with no barbe and you
must keep an even tension or the

"black beauty" will flip off. Knee
deep in fish, fair weather, and cam-
eras grinding, boy, oh, boy, that's

the life!

That is, until we hit the storm, or

maybe I should say the storm hit us.

They always secure the diesel en-

gine at night and wallow in the

trough. I have never had such a wild

ride in my life. My bunk was in the

main cabin along side the radio tele-

phone, which I used to communi-
cate with our tug, and my wife at

home. This bunk was also along

side the stove and galley. What a

racket! Every piece of hardware,
pots and pans always ended up on
the cabin floor and all night long

the boiler factory along side my

head beat a deafening din, but what
kept us awake was the sea, the

wallow, the pitch, the roll, and the

jerk!

Next morning the waves were so

high that the tug would completely

disappear behind mountainous sea.

That was enough! We had all of

the shots of calm water, fog, fish

and boats and men that the script

called for. Now, we had all of the

storm sequence and we headed for

the St. Francis Hotel.

The thrid procedure was to put

the film together and prepare a

duplicate "TAAGE" in the studio,

but that is another story. A vacation?

Huh!!

By JOSEPH MAGGIO
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(Sfflhcb for a new
VISUAL LAnGUAGe
BY MAC JOHNSON ^

SM PA P

The above design, made by J.

McMillan Johnson, Art Director for

"The Son of Man"-Producer-Director

John Farrow, depicts the Imperial

Palace in Rome.

The original Johnson sketch was
the key for the results shown in

the remaining photographic experi-

ments, which were supervised by
Johnson and conducted by the Ed-

ward Kaminsky School of Photog-

raphy.
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Born in Montevideo, Uruguay,

Sketch Artist in the Studios for many
years, received his art training in

both South and North America.

His one man show of fine art is

now on exhibit at the Landau Gal-

lery on La Cienega Blvd.

In the showing of our National

Art at the New York Metropolitan

Museum, out of 7,600 entries, his

work was one of the 300 selected

and exhibited, for the year 1950.

During four years of war in the

Pacific, he was assigned assigned *

as a Combat Artist covering that

theatre.

The sketches reproduced in this

issue are from the C. B. DeMille

production for Paramount of "The

Greatest Show on Earth," Walter

Tyler, Art Director.

Reid's mastery of water color is

top-flight plus.
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Photo by Cronenweth Stanley Kramer discusses the Produc-

tion "5000 Fingers of Dr. T" with Roy

Rowland-Director, Ted Geisel-Writer,

and Rudolph Sternad, his Production

Designer.

RE-
RODUCTION

* Howard
MeClay

(Text reprinted, with permission,

from the Los Angeles Daily News,

December 26, 1951.)

"Pre-preduction planning is

neither the mystery nor the innova-

tion that some people try to make it.

It is simply an enlargement of the

art department's normal function of

supplying the sketches of a film's ar-

chitectural specifications."

Page 6



Photo by Cronenweth

A Scene from "5000 Fingers“ is given the most careful consideration

by Kramer and Sternad. Sometimes they throw as many sketches away
as they keep in the picture. This saves film from the cutting room floor.

LANNING
That was Production Designer Ru-

dolph Sternad's answer to our open-
ing question on the subject as he
leaned forward in his chair as a sort

of emphasis to his words. Sternad's

office is located in the Kramer wing
of Columbia Studios, where he and
his staff of artists work surrounded
by boards covered with hundreds
of little sketches that will eventually

become screen fare for Stanley

Kramer productions.

"They're called story boards," ex-

plained the veteran Art Director

who hitched his fortunes to Kramer
at the time of "Champion" after a

career in the major studios that be-

gan in 1927 at MGM. "They origi-

nated at Walt Disney's as the answer

Page 7



to a natural need for mapping out

cartoon pictures in advance of pro-

duction."

"Some 25 years ago William Cam-
eron Menzies applies the technique
of sketching action to a live picture

(it was a Doug Fairbanks film). In

varying degrees it is standard oper-

ating procedure with many com-
panies and producers. The differ-

ence in the Kramer operation is that

our story boards, like face cream,

are all-purpose, serving the interests

of writers, directors, art directors—

in fact, everyone concerned with

production. The artists do not sit

down and sketch willy-nilly. Rather,

their work comes after periods of

discussion when they translate ideas

into visual terms.

"Briefly, the purpose of the draw-
ings is to sketch out a movie as it

will appear on film, capturing the

scope of the writer's narrative, the

director's style of staging, and the

art director's conception of the sets.

In essence, we produce a picture in

the rough, supply a model on which
additions, modifications, and altera-

*

tions may be made with little effort

and at insignificant cost. It is no
more of a mystery than building a

scale model of a ship or bridge."

Although Sternad is inclined to

minimize the freshness of the pre-

production planning technique, the
fact remains that its whole hearted
application is found only in one
Hollywood organization — Kramer's.

Consequently, Sternad occupies a

singular position in the realm of pro-

duction designers and art directors,

the only member who sits on a pic-

ture from the day a subject is se-

lected until it leaves the sound
stages. A long tenure at Metro, 12
years at 20th Century-Fox,, and six

years as a leading art director at

Columbia have given him a vast

background in film production and
account for his realistic appraisal of

his unique job.

"Our story boards," explained

Sternad, "are only as useful as the

producer allows them to be. Kramer
and I worked out 'Champion' on
the drawing boards largely for the

purpose of seeing how cheaply the

Page 8

If you saw "The Champion," you will remember these scenes.



picture could be produced. The suc-

cess of the experiment has become

a legend in Hollywood and Kramer

followed it in preparing 'Home of

the Brave,' 'The Men/ 'Cyrano/ and

'Death of a Salesman.'

"In framing the Arthur Miller

play, the story board invented a

new process of production design.

The story encompasses two time

periods, past and present, a condi-

tion usually projected by dissolves,

or, as in the play, by walking from

one set into another. We solved the

problem by devising special effects

to accomplish each transition, by us-

ing duplicate and distorted sets and

utilizing new methods of lighting.

"Thus, a picture that might have

become an endless succession of

flashbacks presents a smooth flow

of continuous action. The design

and the anticipation of how the

narrative would play within it ac-

counted for the fact that 'Death of a

Salesman' was completed in 25

shooting days, a record for the diffi-

cult drama of mood and characteri-

zation.

These sketches determined

"The point that warrants consid-

eration," continued Sternad, "in ap-

praising the usefulness, or lack of

it, of pre-production planning is the

realization that movies are 90 per

cent physical. To go to painstaking

efforts in solving physical problems
on the drawing board and ignoring

the 10 per cent of narrative until

filming is ready to start is to ignore

the obvious, particularly when, as

in the Kramer unit, the writer is

next door, the director down the

hall."

Opposition to pre-production

planning, Sternad explained, usually

assumes two forms, fear by one de-

partment that the production de-

signer is usurping other functions;

and its cost. Not having ventured
the experiment elsewhere, Sternad
has not been forced to allay suspi-

cions that he and his artists are con-

spirators in a gigantic scheme to

take over the motion picture indus-

try. At the Kramer unit this is the

mode of operation, and newcomers,
whatever their original reservations,

soon learn to use it.

actual shots made at ringside.
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This sketch for a setting in

"Cyrano" set the camera place-

ment for the start of an impor-

tant sequence.

Two photographs of some of the

picture's most extensive set-

tings. The excellent composi-

tion is quite evident, even in

these Set stills.

Page 1
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"Even Cyrano's nose

was pre-planned."

Photo by Cronenweth

The symbolic use of a
pathway at the conclu-

sion of the picture was a
pre-planned effect.

Sternad and Kramer discuss specific scenes in specific

set areas by bring the model of the "Cyrano" set into use

with sketches.

Page 1
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An important sequence in "The
Death of a Salesman" is repre-

sented by two "reverse" shot con-

tinuity sketches.

The cost of Sternad's "story

board" is negligible and consists

basically of the salaries paid to his

staff of artists. Their number varies

from two to the seven that are now
on the payroll preparing Kramer's

Page 1

2

six-picture annual program for Co-

lumbia.

The freehand sketches they make
are anything but works of art, but

the Kramer production men have



come to depend on them and await

their completion as eagerly as they

do the day's rushes. As a matter of

fact, the technique has become so

ingrained that in his conferences

with Arthur Miller about "Death of

a Salesman," Stanley Roberts, the

writer of the screenplay, took none
of the typewritten pages of the

script back to New York.

Instead he and the Pulitzer Prize

playwright huddled for 10 days
over one of Rudolph Sternad's story

boards.
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Coming to the U. S. A. from Russia in 1921, Alexis Dukelski gradu-

ated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a B.S. in

Architecture in 1928, and a Masters Degree in 1929.

Winner of many scholarships, he studied architecture in Europe,

engaged in his own practice in New Jersey, and served the Govern-

ment as Architect for FPHA in Washington, D. C.

After an extensive study of Stage Design and Theatre techniques

in New York, in collaboration with his brother, the eminent Musical

Composer, Vernon Duke, in 1944 he came to M.G.M. Studios, where
he now holds a top-flight spot in that Art Department.
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CARDBOARD
COUNTERPART

MOTION PICTURE
SETTING

b
Herman Blumenthal

S-MPAD'

In the Art Department at 20th

Century-Fox, there is a saying that if

an Art Director wishes to visualize

a complicated set for the Producer

and the Director . . . build a set

model.

Under the guidance of Lyle

Wheeler, as Supervising Art Direc-

tor, the model shop at Fox has as-

sumed its place as one of the major
mediums of motion picture illustra-

tion. It has been proved that a

model will pave the way for a bet-

ter understanding between the Pro-

ducer, Director, Cameraman, and
Art Director, since it will give at a

glance and in a few minutes all the

important information as to design,

action, and production, and techni-

cal problems.

Page 16

To be useful and effective, models
are kept as simple in construction

as possible by the use of prelimi-

nary drawings. One basic order in-

sisted upon by Lyle Wheeler is that

all drawings used for model build-

ing be the basis of the finished

working drawing. The policy tends

to eliminate duplication of drawing
time in the drafting room and a

closer "completed drawing" date

between the hour the model is ap-

proved and the date of shooting.

The wide use of models at Fox
does not tend to eliminate the value

of sketches but, instead, tends to

keep the sketches as a means of il-

lustrating the color, character, and
mood of a set, rather than to be the

only means of illustrating the layout

and the physical conditions.



This photo of a portion

of the model, illus-

trates a setting for

"The Prince of Foxes

"

—Mark Lee Kirk, Art

Director.

The complete model
for this setting is shown
below. It is about three

feet long and six inches

high.

This most realistic pho-

tograph of the stair-

way area, was made in

the actual model of

the setting, and viivdly

portrays the potential

dramatic and pictorial

values of the proposed

set long before actual

construction starts.
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Photo of model for setting of production "Down to the Sea

in Ships"—Ben S. Hayne, Art Director.

The quality of photographic values obtainable in these

small models is quite remarkable.
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Compare the scale of the various elements in these photos

of the set, with the models opposite.

.f

The two photographs on this

page were made in the ac-

tual ship setting built in the

studio, and are indicative of

the fidelity with which the

set model is built to conform

to the set designs worked

out in the Art Department

Drafting Room. These are

"production stills," made for

record only, rather than ar-

tistic values.
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The above scale model was made for a setting of the production "Come to the

Stable"—Joseph Charles Wright, Art Director. Note a few of the differences in

design, as compared to the opposite photo of the actual setting.

Budget-wise, models help to

achieve the elimination of those por-

tions of the set which would not

be seen on the screen but which are

suggested by the script. A Producer

and a Director can, by means of the

model, restrict his shots to his basic

action by pre-planning on the model

itself, make his corrections for pro-

posed action, and relay those

changes to the Art Director before

the final working drawings are re-

leased for construction. This is par-

ticularly true in large street scenes,

villages, and grandiose interiors

where full scope in production is

required, but could be accomplished

with less cost by this medium of the

set model. This same method is of

great help in the proposed lighting

of a set for the Cameraman, the use

of matt shots for ceilings and addi-

tional structures above, and the

value of backings, cutouts, and
miniatures.
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The actual setting as it was used in the production of the picture, bears remarkable

resemblance to its prototype upon the opposite page. Changes in design, made pos-

sible by the use of the model, have added appreciably to the dramatic impact.

The model shop has two major
means of aiding the Director to

"read" models: One is a minature
periscope developed by Eldo Chrys-

ler, Fox Model Builder, which gives

the viewer a typical camera set-up

and the equivalent of a 35mm lens

in order to see the exact amount of

the set that will be on the screen at

any given time. The second item of

great help to the Director and to an
Art Director is a miniature camera
developed and made by Walter

Myall, a Set Designer at Fox, that

can photograph from within a

model an exact Camera set-up as

would be made in the actual set.

This method of photographing a

model is of tremendous saving of

time when it is necessary to prepare

a series of continuity sketches to aid

the Director in his shooting of a

scene since it can be photographed
before the set is constructed. The
photographs accompanying this ar-

ticle were prepared by this means.
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JIM HORAN NELSON K. PATTON

FOREIGN AND AMERICAN CARS
Late and Early

All types and makes
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Delage used by Producer Arthur Freed for "An American In Paris,"

one of our finest cars.
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SMPAD SALUTES YOU '

Upon receiving Awards of Merit for Distinctive Achievement

in the field of Art Direction for the Year 1951, from The

ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCE

• CEDRIC GIBBONS

Cedric Gibbons, SMPAD, winner of an Academy
Award for Color Art Direction on "An American in

Paris," with Preston Ames, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
This is Cedric Gibbons' eighth Oscar, all on MGM
productions. 1928-29, "The Bridge of San Luis Rey."

1934, "The Merry Widow," with Frederic Hope.

1940, "Pride and Prejudice," with Paul Groesse.

1941, "Blossoms in the Dust," Color, with Urie Mc-
Cleary. 1944, "Gas Light," with Wm. Ferrari. 1946,

"The Yearling," Color, with Paul Groesse. 1949,

"Little Women," Color, with Paul Groesse.

• PRESTON AMES
j

Preston Ames, SMPAD, winner of an Academy
Award for Color Art Direction on "An American in

Paris," with Cedric Gibbons, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
This is Preston Ames' first Oscar.

• RICHARD DAY

Richard Day, SMPAD, winner of an Academy Award
for Black and White Art Direction, on "A Street Car

Named Desire," Warner Brothers. This is Richard

Day's sixth Oscar. In 1935, "The Dark Angel," Gold-

wyn-UA. 1 936, "Dodsworth," Goldwyn-UA. 1941,

"How Green was My Valley," with Nathan Juran,

20th. Cent.-Fox. 1942, "This Above All," with Jo-

seph Wright, 20th. Cent.-Fox, Black and White,—

also "My Gal Sal," Color, with Joseph Wright, 20th.

Cent.-Fox.



h
Harry Siradling,A-SC-

Harry Stradling has been a Motion Picture

Cameraman for 34 years: In France, where
he photographed "Carnival in Flanders,"

England, with "Pygmalion," topping his

career in Hollywood with an Oscar for "The
Picture of Dorian Gray."

The one time a noisy customer in

the next row didn't spoil a movie
for me was when "Streetcar Named
Desire" opened in Beverly Hills.

He stage-whispered "You can see

this show isn't phony. That was

shot right down in New Orleans. I

know the town."

He was looking at the big street

scene shot right here in a Warner
Brothers sound stage. And you
couldn't blame him, because the
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In my book, Art Director Day is

one of the real masters at the busi-

ness of making studio sets come to

life. He has a tremendous talent for

realism, the knack of eliminating

the freshly painted look. His sets

always have a lived-in and worn-by-
time appearance that gives them
quality.

setting that Richard Day designed
was a masterpiece of reality.

"Streetcar" was our second pic-

ture together. Our first was "Edge
of Doom" for Goldwyn. (Now we're

together again, on Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian Anderson.") Dick and I

work well together, maybe because
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we enjoy teaming up on a show. On
"Streetcar" our teamwork was very

effective because we were working
with a great director, a real great

director, Elia (Gadge) Kazan. From
the very first informal conference

Gadge told us he wanted to make a

fine picture. All he told Dick and
myself was that he wanted us to be
bold. "Be bold, and do whatever
you two think has to .be done. It's

your picture too." And Gadge
meant it. With his support we got

everything we wanted, and were
able to be as bold as we felt a great

story dictated.

Our producer was Charley Feld-

(Continued on page 25)
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INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER CO.

President Robert M. Haas pre-

sented the Society's Design Award
to the International Harvester Cor-

poration for their 1952 Refrigerator

at Harvester's Western Sales Confer-

ence in San Francisco in February.

President Haas stated, "The beau-

tiful simplicity of design of your

1952 refrigerator is an exciting

thing to me. Your use of color, a

Page 1
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little bit of it on the outside and the

radical use of it on the inside, is the

first important step in the elimina-

tion of the anticeptically monoton-
ous kitchen."

Harvester is the second organiza-

tion to receive the Society's Design

Award for 1952. Previously, the

Bell and Howell Corporation's model
T-200 Home Movie Camera was sim-

ilarly honored.



The practical features of design in

refrigeration as exemplified by the

International Harvester Company
product shown upon this page, are

matched in exemplary fashion by the

clever styling, choice of color, and
over all decoratice treatment.
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A typical setup of electronic equipment in television production reveals

a considerable similarity to practices current in motion picture studios.

THE ART DIRECTOR IN

I am an “Old-Timer" in television.

One sunny day, THREE YEARS AGO,
my car crept up the steep slope of

Mount Hollywood to the television

station of the Mutual Don Lee Broad-

casting Company. Just as a Motion
Picture Art Director recalls Mack
Sennett's Bathing Beauties and "The
Squaw Man," so do I remember
"the good old days" of 1 949, when
things were "in their infancy" in

television. My first experience as an

Art Director in television with the

Don Lee organization is comparable
with that of the Motion Picture Art

Director of forty years ago.

I saw my first television show in

1947. I shall never forget it! The
miniature screen displayed a simple
scene, constantly overshadowed by
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by Herbert 0. Phillips, SMPAD
Art Director

A.B.C. Television Center, Hollywood



When the story requires action over a wide-spread area, limited construction periods

(about 8 hours) restrict the use of architectural features—their scope and detail—to

a minimum for the average TV show. Nevertheless, effective results are achieved,

as these photos indicate.
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ART DIRECTION AWARD
TECHNICOLOR

CEDRIC GIBBONS, PRESTON AMES
(A Pacific Title Main Title)

* Congratulations to Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Studio and
and to those many fine art-

ists who made possible the

Academy Award - winning
production . . .

"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS"

ART DIRECTION AWARD
BLACK AND WHITE
RICHARD DAY

(Another Pacific Title)

* Congratulations to Warner
Bros. Studio on their Acad-

emy Awards for . . .

RESULTS

"A STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE."

* PACIFIC TITLES DESIGNED FOR THESE

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODUCTIONS



a pouring of electronic rain. A
weird, supernatural looking man,
rose from a table, raised his fists in

a threatening gesture, turned, and
left the room in a rage, slamming
the muslin covered door so hard,

that the entire set was shaken to the

point of utter collapse.

I was fascinated! The early days
of the theatre and of the motion
picture were re-enacted once again

by means of this new electronic

medium. Just as they had outgrown
their amateurish beginnings, so it

would be with this infant. Certain-

ly television too, would have a fu-

ture. Certainly it needed Art Di-

rectors, and my mind was made up.

This was IT! And I wanted to be
part of it. I AAA part of it, an "Old-

Timer" in 3 years!

Because of my background of ex-

perience as a Motion Picture Art

Director, I could readily see the pos-

sibilities of application of all the suc-

cessful motion picture techniques in

this new show business medium.

For three years, I was an Art Di-

rector with the UFA Studios in

Babelsberg, Germany, near Berlin,

working with Schuefftan, Planer,

Billy Wilder, Fritz Lang, Jannings,

Murnau, Siodmak, Koster, and the

long list of Europeans who have
given so much to the Motion Pic-

ture Industry, both abroad and in

this country as well.

1929 introduced me to Joe Pas-

ternak, who then headed European
Universal, and ensued a happy as-

sociation with him for many years

in Berlin and Budapest. Then 3 years

in Spain with Iberica Films in Ma-
drid and Barcelona, 5 years in Paris

with Trianon Films as a producer of

films, such as "L'Affaire Lafarge,"

with Erich Von Stroheim and Mar-

celle Chantal, with Eugene Lourie,

SMPAD, as my Art Director.

Page 1
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1939 found me leaving a flaming

European Continent, and I came to

this country to again work with Joe

Pasternak, in the Art Department of

Universal Studio, where, as with so

many, I first learned the methods
practiced in the making of the

American Motion Picture.

In looking back at those years, I

am extremely grateful for my train-

ing and experience in motion pic-

tures-. sketching, drafting, design-

ing, conceiving the set in all its

phases; plan, construction, painting,

decoration and furnishing—a back-

ground for ACTION, and a visual

aid in STORY TELLING.

Only because of this experience

has it been possible for me to de-

sign and supervise the production

of amost 1500 TV settings, during

my 3 years at A. B.C.—solving the

background problems of as many
as 5 dramatic TV shows per week.

In television, growth is so rapid

that things in this new medium do
not happen any more, they EX-

PLODE! However, whether an elec-

tronic camera is used for "live" TV,

or a film camera is used for TV on
film, the net result is a moving pic-

ture! The application of motion pic-

ture techniques by the Art Director,

therefore, is an important factor in

both fields of activity.

The many people presently em-
ployed in television, who formerly

were of the theatre and motion pic-

tures, have brought to television the

benefits of their valuable exper-

iences in these two fertile fields.

Especially with reference to settings

and backgrounds, they have been
largely responsible for the speedy
and artistic growth of this relatively

new medium.

In 1949, the A.B.C. Television

Center at Prospect and Talmadge
Avenues in Los Angeles was formal-

Page 1
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Tasteful furnishing

and decoration can

be relied upon to

contribute extensive

visual values in the

television setting

when the action is

restricted to a rel-

atively small area.
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ly established, and Carlton Winck-
ler (today General Manager, Pro-

gram Dept., C.B.S., New York City)

assigned me as an Art Director for

A.B.C.

Still standing here, are the two
stages where old Vitagraph movies
were made. They were later ac-

quired by Warner Brothers, and Al

Jolson, John Barrymore, and many
others helped make film history

here. Today, Art Linkletter, Charlie

Ruggles, and scores of others carry

on in the same old stages before

electronic cameras.

A.B.C. has been a great sponsor

of dramatic shows, not only on this

Coast, where we put on shows such

as "Mysteries of Chinatown," "Your
Witness," "The Ruggles" and "Per-

sonal Appearance Theatre," but also

in New York, where the "Pulitzer

Prize Playhouse" and "Celanese
Theatre" rank among today's best,

both artistically and technically.

An Art Director in TV faces an al-

most .insurmountable schedule of

20 to 30 sets per week. There is

great variety in the types of show

in every TV studio. First, the com-
mercial set, which is built in stage

fashion, providing "cover" for 3

sides and handled by one camera.

Second, the vaudeville show,
consisting more or less of painted

backdrops or Shipman backings
which, due to the rapid succession

of scenes and acts, will "fly" in

theatre fashion, making space for

another set. The next set might be
built on a large dolly-wagon and be
rolled on stage without any loss of

time.

Third, the variety show, consist-

ing of small "corner" sets built, so

to speak, around 2 cameras as the

center point. Fourth, the live dra-

matic show, which presents the most
problems for the Art Director, and
at the same time is the most inter-

esting.

Scripts for a dramatic show must
be on the Art Director's desk at least

one week before shooting. The
scripts are read at once and imme-
diately discussed with the Director

assigned to the show. Even before
discussing any artistic values, the

From this typical

installation of iron

piping, is suspended
the electrical illu-

mination equipment
required is over-

head lighting of

television settings

at A.B.C.

Light platforms, as

used in motion pic-

ture production, are

not used—television

lighting equipment
be so much lighter

in weight.

Page 1
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Director points out the various spots
in the set where the action takes
place, and where cameras and
booms must reach the action.

Beams and overhanging units

must have a standard height to al-

low the mike-boom to "creep un-
der." A live TV show is a mixture
of the theatre (continuous action

without interruption—except for 2

minute commercials) and the mo-
tion picture, employing the use of a

camera and 4 lenses—the long shots,

the close-up, and the medium shots,

etc. The set must be designed for

all eventualities.

It is almost standard today, that

3 cameras and 2 mike-booms work
in an average 30 minute show ... 2

cameras "covering" one set, and
one camera always "on the run."

As far as the sound equipment is

concerned, extra mikes are hidden
behind flower bouquets, inside

open shell-like ceiling light fixtures,

in deep recesses, allowing actors to

move into corners where the ordi-

nary boom-mike would be unable

to reach.

Incidentally, in one of the last

"Queen for a Day" shows at A.B.C.,

M.C. Jack Bailey walked all over the

stage, carrying a mike plus battery

in his handkerchief pocket, the mike
connected to an outside antenna,

somewhere off stage. We used the

same gimmick in one of our last

"Personal Appearance Theatre"

shows, where a woman spoke tense-

ly into a telephone receiver, carry-

ing the telephone through 3 adja-

cent rooms. We obtained amazing
results, and this sound technique .

will undoubtedly be employed
much more frequently in TV in the

future.

In TV, an average 30 minute live

show should not exceed 4 sets. In

addition to this, large Teleparency

screens may be used, varying in

size from 9x12 to 12x18. Cleverly

lighted, these will achieve the same
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effect as their sister "backprojec-

tion" in motion pictures.

In an average 4 set TV show,

those sets should be placed adjacent

to each other, allowing actors and

technical equipment to move rapid-

ly from one set to the other. It is

the T.D. (Technical Director) who,
with long drawn-out dissolves, pro-

vides enough time for a happy,

noiseless changeover.

The ideal set, from the Art Di-

rector's point of view, will have at

least 3 interesting angles. To

achieve this goal, the set must have
certain openings somewhere, where
one of the 3 cameras will be planted

during the show. Now, there is, for

instance, the possibility of the split

curtain, the foreground piece built

on a dolly, to be moved in and out

according to requirements; the slid-

ing picture or the hidden opening,

built into the set according to cam-
era height, preferably 5' 6".

A TV Art Director lives by his

wits. Due to the restrictions in time,

money and space, he has to find

new approaches to the new med-
ium To a certain extent he can rely

on the 525 horizontal lines of the

electronic camera which put a mild

film over all the shortcomings in his

set. However, the basis principles

of motion pictures, the use of con-

trast of light and shadow, should
even be more employed in televi-

sion where the breaking up of wide
flat walls into smaller units is more
noticeable on the miniature TV set

screen.

This brings up the question of

colors to be used. It is well known
in professional circles that the tele-

vision backgrounds require 1/10 of

the light an ordinary motion picture

set must have. Consequently, all

lighting equipment — "babyspots,"

"juniors," seniors"—are clamped to

the reinforced top of the set. A
web-like net of iron pipes is rigged
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15 feet above the stage floor, pro-

viding ample facilities for all over-

head lighting equipment.

I have tried a great variety of dif-

ferent colors, but generally use the

"greys," preferably mixed with

some touch of violet to warm up
their coldness a bit. For more inti-

mate decors, a scale of tan colors is

used. As the top of the set catches

most of the light, it is a good habit

to paint the upper part of the set 2

shades darker, blending it gradual-

ly into the base-tone. Shadow ef-

fects, for TV, should be accentuated,

in painting them on the studio floor

and walls, wherever required, thus

enhancing the dramatic effect of a

set to a great extent. As in motion

pictures, there are dozens of tricks

and cut-corner effects born and de-

veloped by necessity.

To fill one network's daily re-

quirements at the present time, 12

hours of broadcasting means 24
one-half hours of constant program-

ming. Multiply this by all the sta-

tions in the country, enlarge their

schedules to round-the-clock broad-

casting and, bearing in mind the

importance of the visual aspects in

every program, one must conclude

that the possibilities for the TV Art

Director are unlimited.

Television is everything: the thea-

tre, the film, the newspaper, the

magazine—everything. One day, in

a not too remote future, when the

ideal size for a TV screen has been

agreed upon, a combination TV set-

projection machine, not unlike the

magic lantern, will project a 3x4 or

4x6 picture on one of our living

room walls, all in true to life color.

Page 22

coming directly over microwave
from the Metropolitan Opera House
in New York City—with all the med-
ium shots, the close-ups, which only
a magic television Zoom lens can
provide. And we will listen to the

beautiful music, the divine voices,

some 3,000 miles away. We will

see all the minute action, every de-

tail, just as we would sit there in

New York, being part of a great

evening, part of a most appreciative

audience. And the people in New
York will find equal pleasure in the

great entertainment that will stem
from Hollywood in identical fashion.

If the present seems fabulous,'

with reference to the early begin-

nings of 1947, surely today one can

again be equally prophetic in say-

ing that "Television has a future!"
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man, and he saw that everybody
got all the cooperation they wanted.
His only instruction to Gadge was
to go ahead and make the picture

the way he wanted to make it.

Dick Day had a pretty tough prob-

lem on his hands with "Streetcar"

inasmuch as 80% of the picture is

shot in one set, a two-room combin-
ation. He designed it so that every
wall was wild. Then I would use a

different lighting style on each se-

quence. This way we were able to

keep the set from becoming monot-
onous.

We made "Streetcar" on the floor.

Gadge would rehearse the actors

for a couple of hours. Dick, our

swell editor David Weisbart, and
myself would watch, getting the

feel of the scene on the set. Then
Gadge and I would get together,

maybe for an hour, and work out

the entire sequence, shot by shot,

with Dick and Weisbart consulting

on set-ups and cuts. In this way we
planned a whole sequence before

a single shot was made, and we had
the advantage of watching the ac-

tors and hearing the lines. Some-
times lines sound a lot different

than they read in a script, and hear-

ing them spoken gives you a dif-

ferent perspective on action and
set-ups.

Gadge never had to worry about

being covered by set. Since Dick

was almost constantly on the sets

during shooting he was able to ex-

plain to Gadge how his set covered

him. Then we would all watch the

rushes together. Dick never missed

any of these, and I've always felt

that the Art Director must find time

to get to these, all of the time.

Essentially Dick is two wonderful
personalities, a great creative de-

signer and a wonderful team play-

er. And I think "Streetcar" is one of

his greatest jobs.

Apparently the Members of the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences also thought so, since

they honored him with another Os-

car for his work—(he has been up
the aisle five times before)—high
recognition for a superlative effort

in the field of Art Direction.
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J. RUSSELL SPENCER
1907-19SL

In 1940 J. Russell Spencer joined

the Art Department staff at 20th
Century-Fox Film Corporation. His

versatility was immediately appar-

ent, particularly in pictures of a

character background. "Nob Hill,"

"Dragonwyck," "Cluny Brown,"
"The Late George Apley," "A Letter

to Three Wives" and "Nightmare
Alley" were just a few of the many
which he designed.

Versatility in creative design does
not spring full blown. And with

Spencer an analysis of his back-

ground shows that his training and
experience were varied and valu-

able.

He was born in Oak Park, Illinois,

May 10, 1907, but was raised in

Pasadena, California, where he

graduated from Pasadena High
School in 1925. From high school,

,

he began his first training in the

well-known Los Angeles Architec-

tural firm of Walter & Eisen where
he designed commercial buildings

in which that office specialized. In

order to broaden his experiences he

became associated with the promin-

ent mid-western theatre architect,

C. Howard Crane, of Detroit. It was
while in Detroit that he began his

studies of Beaux Art Design, study-

ing at night at an Atelier in that

city.

From theatre designs, his next

step was to the Boston office of the

architects for Harvard University—

Coolidge, Shipley, Bulfinch & Ab-
bot. His work both at this office and
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J. Russell Spencer, Ben Hayne, and Lyle

Wheeler on the deck of the full scale ship

which they designed and built for "You're

In The Navy Now."

This setting, Kittiwick Inn Ireland, from

"Luck of The Irish" illustrates Spencer's

warm understanding of pastoral living.
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There is magnificent realism in this kitchen interior

of a Dutch house on the Hudson River among
Spencer's settings for "Dragonwyck."
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his contacts at the university made
him desire to complete a portion of

his training at the Harvard School of

Architecture. In 1931, Spencer re-

turned to Los Angeles to become
one of the main theatre designers

for Walker & Eisen, the firm with
which he had begun his career.

During the 1930's he joined the

motion picture industry, working as

a set designer and assistant art di-

rector at Universal, Chaplin, Warner
Bros, and MGM. Finally, at the

Chaplin Studio in 1939, he was
assigned as the art director on "Mod-
ern Times." This picture became a

high point of his career, since it

brought together all his natural abil-

ities, skill, and training. Following

this experience he began his career

at Fox.

In 1949, Spencer flew to Ger-

many with Director George Seaton

to make the story of the Berlin Air-

lift—"Two Corridors East." In a for-

eign country still under the handi-

caps of a war and a blockade, with-

out the facilities of an organization

such as Fox Studio at his command,
he proceeded in six months time to

design the production, find the nec-

essary building materials, organize

an art and construction department,

and learn the German language.

His great ability to make friends

with the people, his talent to ex-

plain what he wanted in a quick

sketch, and his prowess as a chess

player (an important and necessary

skill in Germany) won him the re-

spect and the friendship necessary

to accomplish his project on sched-

ule.

In 1950, Spencer was again
abroad, working under post war-

time conditions, the Phillipines

where Fox was to make "American
Guerrila" with Fritz Lang directing.

Under tropical heat, but a repeat of

the Berlin working conditions, ex-

Spencer and model builder Mark Pennington examine engine room
model for ship in "You're In The Navy Now."
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cept for the addition of live bullets

from marauding hukbalahaps and

the general disturbances of rain,

winds, and light-fingered hangers-

on, the picture moved ahead. His

drawings were made on any type

of paper that was available: rough
wrappings from packing cases,

bonded Navy stationary, or ruled

grammer-school note pads. Rural

Phillipine labor wove the mats,

felled the trees, and built the huts

and villages which were constructed

on the various islands where the

company was to shoot. At the end
of six months he returned to the

States via Hong Kong.

His last production was a new
Fox Studio version of "Les Miserab-

les," the novel by Victor Hugo. As
the Art Director, Spencer designed
a full scale, workable, French con-

vict galley of the 18th century;

streets in Paris, Calais, and two
French villages. This picture was
planned for and shot entirely with-

in the confines of the studio lot

in Beverly Hills, yet retained the

flavor and charm of France and its

countryside. It is a monument to an

artist's ability to design and plan

within a given factor.

During these busy last few years,

he filled the position of President

of the Society of Motion Picture Art

Directors in 1949, a member of the

Board several years, and an active

member of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.

Production Design is indebted to

J. Russell Spencer's associates Lyle

Wheeler and Herman Blumenthal

for preparing the above article.
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Main title designed by

Pacific Title & Art Studio

for Warner Brothers

production . .
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Main titles designed by
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for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
production . . .

Main titles designed by

Pacific Title & Art Studio

for Walt Krasna production

for RKO ...



A note from the
President of the

CafoJjoUua (l/aWi &(oi Qrciefoj

^ George Gibson

Upon the conclusion of the cur-

rent and final showing of the 31st

Annual Exhibition of the California

Watercolor Society at Laguna Beach

Art Gallery, the Society of Motion

Picture Art Directors will acquire a

painting by Richard Haines that is

an excellent example of this artist's

work and of contemporary water-

color painting in the U.S.

This painting was selected from

five hundred and forty two entries,

to receive the Motion Picture Art

Directors' Purchase Award.
The 31st Annual opened in Santa

Barbara Museum of Art December
4, 1951, and travelled to the Los

Angeles County Museum in Janu-

ary, to the City of Long Beach in

March (where it became the inaug-

ural exhibition of their recently com-
pleted Art Center) and to Laguna in

April. The exhibition has enjoyed

wide and highly favorable acclaim

in national art periodicals as well as

in the local press. Arthur Millier,

Times Art Critic, hailed the show as

the best in the 31 years of the So-

ciety's history. The catalogue was
mailed to leading college art de-

partments, art museums and gal-

leries. In addition the show was
viewed by the greatest number of

people ever to see our Annual.

Commercial firms have long rec-

ognized the value to be gained in

sponsoring the arts (witness the

Pepsi Cola and Hallmark competi-

tions); however, the introduction of

a professional art group, such as the

Society of Motion Picture Art Direc-

tors, to this field creates its own
significance. Not only are Art Di-

rectors participating in and contrib-

uting to the furtherance of the fine

arts, and its relationship to the com-
munity, they are also setting a prec-

edent by taking the initial step in

setting up a private art collection of

contemporary painting — this is a

completely new and original activ-

ity for a professional group of this

type.

Through the interest created in

Art circles by this action of the Art

Directors, a new admiration and
respect for the work and aims of

our California Watercolor Society

has been created. This 31st Annual
Exhibition displayed a group of

paintings of widely different points

of view, uniformly high in quality

and in keeping with the highest

traditions of the California Water-

color Society. By its endorsement

of this exhibition the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Art Directors has con-

tributed greatly to restoring the con-
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In my painting I conceive the composition

around one particular idea and then with

design, color and symbols I try to intrigue

the observer into further exploring the var-

ious aspects of this idea; as a visual and
mental experience. I think a painting is suc-

cessful if it can in some manner enrich the

experience of the person looking at it, if he

can take something away with him.

RICHARD HAINES:

Born: Marion, Iowa.

Art Education: Minneapolis

School of Art.

Won: Vanderlip Scholarship of

one year study in Europe.

Designed -painted: Ten murals

in public buildings through-

out midwest.

Represented in collections:

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Corcoran Galleries

L.A. County Museum
Encyclopedia Brittanica

Dallas Museum of Art

and numerous private

collections.

Honors and Awards:

Calif. State Fair, 1st & 2nd
Calif. Watercolor Soc., 1st

L.A. Vicinity Show, 1st, 2nd
and 3rd

Corcoran Biennial, 1st

Pomona County Fair, 1 st, '51

and numerous other awards

in oil, watercolor and
lithography locally and
nationally.

fidence of the public in contempor-

ary art. This fact, coupled with the

excellent response with which this

new Award has been received can

only be credited to the rare percep-

tion and initiative of this progres-

sive organization.

The California Watercolor Society

feels mutual congratulations are in

order; we, because of a new and
very much appreciated association

which we hope will continue; the

Art Directors, on the acquisition of

"Family" as the first picture in what
we hope will prove one of the out-

standing private collections of con-

temporary art in the United States

of America.
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When Charles Rosher handed me
these photographs of some of the

settings from the picture "Little Lord

Fauntleroy," a lot of pleasant mem-
ories quickly flashed through my
mind. I did honestly enjoy making
that picture. Charles, of course, was
the cameraman as well as the still

photographer. It shows he was good
even in those days— 1921— I believe

it was. Charles made all the stills

for the Company, developing as

well as printing them and took great

pride in his work. Al Green and
Jack Pickford were the directors,

the same Al Green who so admir-

ably directed the Jolson story which
I worked on with Walter Holscher

three years ago.

"Little Lord Fauntleroy was at that
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time one of those pictures Art Di-

rectors like to tackle—and I did

—

with gusto. I thought when it was
completed that it wasn's too bad.

You see, I hadn't been an Art Direc-

tor very long—only two years—and
the materials needed to do the job

right didn't exist. So we devised

them—some of which are still being

used. The sets were built over-

sized. Stair risers were twelve
inches, the railings in proportion to

them.
The sets were designed very

much like stage scenery so that they

could be lighted from the sides,

with Cooper Hewetts in the wings
and overhead. The over-all set cov-
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ered an area of about 100'x250'

and it included the great hall, the

stair hall, library, and dining room
plus connecting corridors. Some of

the floors were wooden boards var-

nished, where others were cement
cut up to appear like stone.

The camera work on these sets

took weeks since there was a de-

lightful orchestra in the background
to help keep the artists in the proper

mood. What a life—and what a star

Mary Pickford was! You young
punks never had it so good!
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The Motion Picture Audience of the world will long

remember the film "Lost Horizon," which was made in

the year 1937, and the "Shangri-la" which capped its

climax in architectural beauty and eye-filling splendor.

The above photo shows one of the details of this setting,

which, because of its unique and secret geographical

location, inspired the late President Roosevelt to refer

to the base of the Doolittle air raid on Tokyo (the Air-

craft Carrier "Hornet") as "Shangri-la
."

Stephen Goosson, then Supervising Art Director at

Columbia Studios, which produced the picture, was
awarded an "Oscar" by the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences for his achievement in Art Direction.

Page 1
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wm MAKE-UP
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Lou Hippe
, Make-up afdld

PHOTOS BY JOHN KEMP

Not too long ago, a new motion

picture film color process was born,

—WARNERCOLOR. This is a nega-

tive positive process in which the

natural colors of the scene photo-

graphed appear in their comple-

mentaries on the developed nega-

tive.

Prints can be made by two meth-

ods; either by contact on positive

color stock or by making three color

separations on fine grain panchro-

matic stock with proper filters and
printing from the separations in

technique similar to lithography.

Gordon Bau, carefully weighing one of the

exacting components of the new Warner
Color Cosmetic Base.

It naturally was logical to investi-

gate the response to the existing

makeup mediums. This was done
by way of photographic tests of

various makeup media under dif-

ferent light conditions. These tests

were conducted under the supervi-

sion of Gordon Bau, Director of

Make-up at Warner Bros., in coop-

eration with Edwin DuPar and Wil-

fred Cline, First Cinematographers
at the Warner Studio.

Different tones and color values

of make-up greases and powders
were used in both "straight" and
character make-ups. The results of

these make-up and photographic

tests were carefully analyzed and
weighed against the sensitivity and
color response curves of the film.

However, the existing greasepaints

and powder did not meet the exact-

ing demands of the new Warner-

color Process.

Bau's next approach was to test

without make-up.
Perhaps, since this was a "natu-

ral" color process, the natural color

of the actor's faces would provide

an answer. Again the results were
negative. This time new problems

presented themselves. Among these

were a wide variety of tones, colors,

and color tones. Also the possibil-

ity of daily variations in the above
qualities taking place in the actor's
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faces through sunburn, windburn,

and any and all factors that would
tend to influence the many values

found in the human skin. Differ-

ences in light quality playing upon
these values would also influence

them. In short, without make-up
there would be a complete lack of

control over all of these qualities

and values.

In view of these facts, Bau de-
cided to create a series of new
make-up bases that would provide

a perfect balance for this particular

type of color process film, both as

to sensitivity and color response.

The Make-up Department at War-
ner Bros, has one of the largest and
best equipped laboratories in the

motion picture industry. Into this

laboratory went the problem. Weeks
and several hundred mixtures later,

Bau finally hit upon a new base and
series of color values that satisfied

him, a control medium with a pleas-

ing screen appearance. This cos-

metic color, with its several attend-

ant tones is designated as the

"WBT" series.

The first full length feature upon
which it was used was the Warner
Bros, production, "Carson City." The
second was "The Lion and The
Horse." The third, and just com-
pleted, is "The Miracle of Our Lady
of Fatima."

One strange fact was observed
in the experiments for a new color

make-up. The speed factor of the

new Warnercolor is 16, as against

12 for Kodachrome. That would
make the Warnercolor film a half

stop faster, and yet, it was discov-

ered that it was necessary to use a

make-up base that was at least two
full tones LIGHTER than the make-
up values used in any oiher color

process.

Here, believes Bau, is the reason

for the lack of success in previous

tests and experiments. He feels,

that with the knowledge gained

from such experimenting and tests,

future problems have been mini-

mized, much simplified, and can be
solved in possibly a fraction of the

time previously required for a truly

exhaustive and scientific study.

The banks of colored lights seen overhead

were installed to produce the spectrum of

absolute daylight in testing Warner Color

Make-up Base.

Gordon Bau and Assistant, Mr. Olsen,

taking sample patches of Warner Color

Cosmetic from ointment mill, which grinds

the pigment into a velvet-like, and trans-

parent base.
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QztfiCjt James ^d^cim
SET DECORATOR

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER^ 1951

GEORGE JAMES HOPKINS has had a long and successful career in both theatrical
(

and motion picture fields.

Originally a Scenic Designer for Florenz Ziegfield and the Shuberts in N.Y. City,

his local efforts began with the Oliver Morosco Productions at the Old Mason Opera
House. Morosco, being a partner in the Realart Film Studio, initiated Hopkins as an
Art Director in the silent films where he made a reputation for himself with directors

Wm. Desmond Taylor and George Fitzmaurice at the Famous Players Lasky Studios,

at Sunset and Vine, in 1920-'21

.

Hopkins has been associated with A. C. "Whitey" Wilson, Head of the Property

Department at Warner Brothers Studio since 1936.

Ed.

From that day in 1917, when I

first entered a motion picture studio

on the old Realart lot, to the night

when Academy Awards were given

to Richard Day and myself for Art

Direction in “A Streetcar Named De-

sire," over a quarter of a century

has passed; a period of 35 years

during which an amazing change in

American architecture and decora-

tion has occurred. This change has

been influenced in no small meas-
ure by what the people of America
have seen on the motion picture

screens of the nation.

At the time of my first studio ex-

perience, most sets were being con-

structed out of painted canvas in

simulation of legitimate theatre

stage sets. No one had ever heard

of a set decorator; prop men scraped

together what furniture they could

lay their hands on, and stuck it in

front of the painted walls.

Strangely, a designer of legiti-

mate stage settings, Wilfred Buck-

land, was the first to build architec-

tural settings in Hollywood. Buck-

land, who had been David Belasco's

scenic designer, had been brought

to the coast as the first "Art Direc-

tor" for Famous Players Lasky, then

functioning in an old barn on Vine

Street. Realart was a subsidiary of
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Pola Negri and Jack Holt in "THE CHEAT"—1920.

A George Fitzmaurice Production Famous Players Lasky.
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this company and it was because of

the revolutionary developments on
the mother lot that Realart wanted
to get into the swim. From my first

day on the Realart lot, until some
months later, life was a continual

battle. Most of the Directors wanted
to continue in the rut in which they

had been functioning; the camera-
men wanted to continue to photo-

graph the dirty grey or murky tan

walls they had shot in the past; all

mouldings had to be of a different

color than the walls—so they would
stand out! It was suggested that I

had lost my mind when I suggested
the use of wallpaper. It wasn't until

months later that I was successful in

getting an all-white set on the

screen.

One of the important directors of

the lot threatened to break his con-

tract if his property man was robbed
of the opportunity to pick out fur-

niture along with his working props.

Later, this same director became one
of my best friends, and we now
laugh over the day when he de-

manded my dismissal, and was not

backed up by the front office.

Aside from the painters and car-

penters, none of us were subject to

union restrictions. Along with others

in the young industry, I designed
sets, dressed them, supervised cos-

tuming, and even wrote original

screen plays and titles. I forgot to

mention the art of acting— in which
we all indulged, upon occasion!

During the course of time, we
were able to get some, shall we say,

presentable interiors on the screen.

At least, they proved to be of in-

terest to the American housewife,

and we began to receive a great

number of letters relative to home

building and decorating problems.
Studio heads were faced with the

indisputable fact that a large num-
ber of people came into theatres to

see settings, as well as actors. The
Art Director and the Set Decorator
ceased to be looked upon as an ex-

periment.

Previous to this time, there were
no interior decorators functioning,

as such, in the western area of the

United States. Elsie de Wolfe was
blazing a trail in New York — had
even come West to do the homes of

one or two millionaires, but when
most people wanted new furnish-

ings they went to one of the large

furniture stores and selected what-
ever their own personal taste, or

lack of it, dictated. The great stars

of that period lived in homes sans
decoration as we know it today.

Mary Pickford lived in an old barn
of a house in an orange orchard op-
posite the Lasky lot at Sunset and
Vine—a far cry from "Picfair."

De Mille took Gloria Swanson
from the Sennett lot and started

making that series of social dramas
which so prominently featured the

bathroom. Gloria's clothes and the

settings in which she disported her-

self became of sensational interest

to the public. Every producer in

Hollywood became conscious of that

mysterious phrase "production val-

ues."

Not to be outdone, De Mille im-

ported Paul Iribe from Paris to de-

sign exotic settings and decorations.

The Deering house in Florida, with

its fabulous decorations, had just

been completed and its decorator

was brought to the coast at what
was then considered a fabulous sal-

ary. But the element of time had
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Betty Compson and Bert Lytell in "KICK IN"— 1920.

A George Fitzmaurice Production Famous Players Lasky.
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not been taken into consideration;

where years had been spent in dec-

orating the Deering home, its dec-

orator was asked to do a dozen set-

tings in as many days! The poor
man returned to his eastern million-

aires, wearier and wiser.

When the stars saw what was
happening in the studios, they im-

mediately wished to change their

homes for the same sort of splendid

settings, and decorators sprang up

as if by magic to gratify the urge for

magnificence. The result may be

seen in "Sunset Boulevard''—a per-

fect reproduction of a star's home of

that overly lush period.

George Fitzmaurice was DeMille's

closest rival in achieving visual

splendors. "Fitz" was more inter-

ested in settings than in actors. In

his early youth, he had been a win-

dow dresser and had a mania for

cloth of gold. In "To Have And To

Hold," we hung a bridal chamber
with this fabric, banking in front of

it hundreds of freshly-cut pink tiger

lilies. Another of his idiosyncracies

was the demand for genuine an-

tiques whenever possible in his pro-

ductions.

There was only one importer in

Los Angeles who had the sort of

furniture "Fitz" wanted, and the

rentals paid to this man were fabu-

lous. Soon, other dealers hearing of

this bonanza started importing the

same sort of merchandise. And then

a number of large rental houses

opened their doors to do business

exclusively with the studios. It was
not until many years later that the

major studios put in their own prop
buildings, housing props and fur-

nishings of every price and period.

The bizarre and outre can only be
carried so far—the moment of sanity

must finally dawn. And when it

did, the motion picture industry ac-

quired architects of standing and
ability such as Robert Haas and Max
Parker, and numerous others. With
fine architectural backgrounds as a

frame, decorating proportionately

improved. Again this influenced the

taste of the entire country—particu-
larly in domestic architecture and
home decoration.

Settings from "THIS IS THE ARMY" nominated for Art Direction Academy Award
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In the period before sound, when
the appeal of motion pictures was
predominantly yisual, a great part

of the production cost went into the

creation of spectacular scenic and
decorative effects. This was the era

of beautiful women and handsome
male stars disporting themselves
against lavish backgrounds in per-

fect escapist fashion. With the ad-

vent of sound and changing eco-

nomic conditions, came reality.

And this brings me to my own
personal approach to my job. For

me, the best jobs of Art Direction

and Set Decoration are those which,

in each setting, embody and further

the idea of character. The perfect

setting is the one which closest fits

the action and best reflects the char-

acter of the people supposedly liv-

ing in it.

This is what separates the job of

the Motion Picture Set Decorator

from the commercial decorator

doing charming and fashionable

houses. Only comparatively rarely

is a Set Decorator called upon to do
a strikingly beautiful room. Daily,

he is called upon to help in creating

interiors which should be full of

character and story-telling values.

During my first talk with Richard

Day, who did such a brilliant job in

designing the sets for "A Streetcar

Named Desire," he said "Kazan says

he not only wants to see these sets

on the screen — he wants to smell

them; the mouldy, humid smell of a

New Orleans slum." Not only in

the aging walls, but in the draperies

and tawdry furnishings, we tried to

show the havoc wrought by heat

and moisture.

Printed cheese cloth was soaked

in coffee and hung to dry in wrin-

kled folds. When hung at the win-

dows on the set, they were draped

back in fantastic ways, to convey

the idea of someone's attempt to

capture as much as possible of the

fetid air from without.

Many people who saw the apart-

ment set on the stage while Kazan

was shooting in it, spoke to me of

details they had noticed but had not

seen later when seeing the picture

on the screen. They mentioned such

things as the faded watercolor of
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Settings from "A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE

"

Art Direction Academy Award Winner. An Elia

Kazan Production. Warner Brothers— 1951. Rich-

ard Day, Art Director.

Belle Reve, which Blanche had
brought from her trunk, the inside

lid of which was decorated with
faded valentines and various sou-

venirs of her happy youth; the min-
iatures of herself and Stella on the

ledge behind her shawl-draped
couch. These details may not have
been seen by many people seeing

the picture, but I'm sure they were
sensed! In any case, they were
sensed and appreciated by the ac-

tors, who derived from such things

the greatest possible sense of real-

ity!

It may be interesting to mention
that Kazan had asked the actors to

make out lists of things they felt the

characters whom they were to por-

tray might possess and keep in cer-

tain rooms which they were to

work. Marlon Brando made out

long lists of Stanley Kowalski's pos-

sessions, souvenirs of his stretch in

the army in the Pacific, and relative

to his prowess as a bowler. Some of

the items were not used, but those

that were helped to lend to the

rooms a lived-in reality.

Even unrealities, symbolic of hu-

Page 1
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Settings from "LIFE WITH FATHER" Nominated
for Art Direction Academy Award Warner Brothers

1946. Robert M. Haas, Art Director.

man frailties and foibles, helped to

lend reality since they gave insight

into the fanciful idiosyncracies of

the mind. Peg Hellias, for example,

insisted that there should be a paper

butterfly pinned on one of the cur-

tains of her wretched upstairs apart-

ment.

It is this sort of thing which gives

limitless variety to the job of a Set

Decorator. One moment he is busily

engaged in producing a paper but-

terfly — the next, he is helping to

create an entire department store

interior of the vintage 1890 for a

"Life With Father."

In looking back, over the span of

years which bridge the gap from
the first days of Wilfred Buckland
to the present, we cannot escape

the realization that there has been
tremendous progress in the field of

Art Direction. Indeed, the Motion
Picture has most often been in the

vanguard of progress. And in help-

ing to achieve the domestic influ-

ence their efforts have come to en-

joy, the Set Decorators and Art Di-

rectors may well be proud of the

contributions they have made!

Page 1
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Study for a number
in M.G.M. Musical

"Everything I Have
Is Yours" now in

production.



In spite of the charming freedom
of these pastels, Art Director Ran-

dall Duell makes a sketch not for

art's sake but for an idea's sake. Be-

fore becoming an Art Director,

Duell was a practicing architect-

building thumb-nail sketches into

finished structures. He applies suc-

cessfully the same technique to art

direction.

Opposite page, above and left are three

progressive studies for a number in the

M.G.M. Musical "Singing in the Rain."

Page 17
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Upon the evening of May 21st,

the Members of the Society of Mo-
tion Picture Art Directors were in-

vited to attend a showing of the

product of the United Productions

of America, and an inspection of the

UPA plant, 4440 Lakeside Drive,

Burbank.

Members and guests filled the

UPA projection room, and were re-

ceived by Herbert Klynn,' UPA Pro-

duction Manager; UPA Directors

Pete Burness and Ted Parmalee, and
Louis Korn, SMPAD Program Plan-

ning Committee, who arranged the

evening.

In order that Production Design

readers may also share in some de-

Lakeside Drive entrance facade United

Productions of America—Burbank. Build-

ing designed by John Lautner—Architect.

Stephen Bosustow, President of UPA, ac-

cepts Academy Oscar for 1951 Best Car-

toon "GERALD McBOING-BOING“ from
Actress Phyllis Kirk.

gree, the exciting filmic experience

that resulted, we take pleasure in

presenting some of the highlights.

The small animated cartoon char-

acter "GERALD McBOING-BOING,"
the little boy who can't talk, but

can only make sound effects—has

won wide acclaim throughout the

nation since Columbia's release of

the United Productions of America
short.

The Technicolor "GERALD Mc-
BOING-BOING" won the 1951

Academy Award in the animated

Page 18
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cartoon field and the British Film

Academy Award in 1951, and
Stephen Bosustow, president of

UPA, has become, inevitably, the

subject of widespread interest in

the film production field.

Bosustow (the name is Welsh) is

forty years old, has headed UPA
since its inception, seven years ago.

To bring his organization within a

relatively short period to the fore-

front in the animated cartoon field,

Bosustow has combined an artistic

and creative background and fresh

story viewpoint with organizing and
executive talent, courage and bril-

liant business acumen.

Born in British Columbia, Stephen
Bosustow was educated in Califor-

nia Schools, played the drums with

a number of well known Bands, and
finally went back to his original

schoolboy interest—the field of Art.

His career in the Cartoon field

started with Ub Iwerks on AAGM's
"Flip the Frog" series. Then with

Walter Lantz at Universal, and final-

ly a seven year stretch with Walt

Disney on such films as "Snow
White"—"Bambi," and "Fantasia."

Followed in 1941, his employment
as a Production Illustrator with

Hughes Aircraft, and later with Con-

solidated Shipyards, producing a

slide lantern story for instruction of

safety rules for welders.

Fired by the success of the slides,

Bosustow formed the Industrial

Films and Poster Service, producing

animated films for the Armed Serv-

ices, Government Departments and
business firms.

In 1944, this firm made "Hell

Bent for Election,' a Technicolor ani-

mated film for the late President

Herbert Klynn, now UPA Production Man-
ager was a "background" artist with UPA
for seven years.

Bill Hurtz—Director of UPA's "MAN ON
THE LAND" for the American Petroleum

Institute plans a production. Story board

in background.

"Painters" and "Inkers" in their UPA
studio.

Page 1
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Scenes from "WILLY THE KID" a 1952

release. Directed by Robert Cannon.

Roosevelt's last election campaign.
It was estimated that at least 10,-

000,000 persons have viewed this

production.

In 1945, Bosustow founded UPA
with a staff of six. Now out of its

swaddling clothes, the young com-
pany has 75 employees, does a

$750,000 annual business, and has

built up one of the most modern
and well equipped animation stu-

dios in Hollywood.

The new company continued

making animated training films for

the armed Services and numerous
business organizations, such as Ford,

Timken Roller Bearings, Shell Oil,

the American Petroleum Institute

and others.

In 1948 Bosustow's studio made
a deal by which Columbia Pictures

agreed to distribute UPA's enter-

tainment products. The first cartoon

short made under this contract,

"ROBIN HOODLUM," was nomi-

nated for an Academy Award in

Rendering the "background" in front of which the animated characters will work.
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1949 and the same honor accrued

to "THE MAGIC FLUKE" the follow-

ing year. UPA also began a cartoon

series for Columbia featuring Mr.

Magoo, a uniquely humorous old

man, whose nearsightedness pro-

jects him into incredible adventures.

The producing of "GERALD Mc-

BOING-BOING" began with a con-

tract made during the war. Ted

Geisel, who as "Dr. Seuss," later

wrote the verses for "GERALD Mc-

BOING-BOING" as a children's rec-

ord, was working on Army films

under the direction of Frank Capra.

He was impressed by Bosustow's

work and influenced Capra to hire

him. In 1950, Seuss, well known
in the juvenile book field, and as

the creator of such faintly mad ad-

vertisements as "Quick Henry, the

Flit," went to UPA with "McBOING,"
and this sensational short, using

many new techniques, came into

being. At this point, it may interest

our readers to consider a brief re-

sume of the many complex phases

of production, incident to the plac-

ing of an animated film cartoon up-

on the screen.

First, a story is written in which
characters, plot and dialog are de-

veloped.

Second, artist and writer work to-

gether to make a visual synopsis on
a story board. (This is a layout of

sketches in story form.)

Third, there are conferences be-

tween writers, artists and produc-

tion men to polish the story until it

is ready for production.

Fourth, the production designer

and director determine the general

mood of the story, design and back-

grounds, conceive the animation

and give the dialog more polish.

nominated for 1951 Academy Award. Di-

rected by John Hubtey.

Timing is an all important factor in

the synchronizing of all these skills.

Fifth, dialog is recorded on a

sound track. The film editor then
marks each word on the film ad-

jacent to the track. This "exposure
sheet" is used by the editor to time
the action with the dialog.
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Scenes from "GERALD McBOING-BOING" Academy Award Winner of 1951 — Best

Cartoon, also 1951 Winner of British Film Academy. Directed by Robert Cannon.

Sixth, the animators, guided by
the "exposure sheet" cues, animate

the characters by successively ad-

vancing the action of each drawing
at specified intervals.

Seventh, a "clean-up" reel is pho-

tographed and projected to show
how smoothly the action has pro-

Page 22

gressed and to provide a guide for

possible revisions of both story and

art work.

Eighth, colored roughs are now
painted to determine the colors best

suited to the characters and the

backgrounds.



",Setting the colors" for the characters

etc., in the picture. Note color chart. Only

a few of the 530 colors established for

standard procedure.

The cartoon sheet on the "Animator disc"—"Exposure sheet"—guide to all action,

dialogue etc., alongside disc for reference.

Placing the individual drawing under the

camera for photography on film. The aver-

age cartoon film runs 600 feet in length,

approximately 10,000 frames, or roughly

5,000 drawings in their finished form.

"Sweat-boxing," or checking the action on

the Moviola. Note image.

"Rough Animation," to be "cleaned up"

later. Note method of securing sheets to

"animator's disc" for accurate placement

of all drawings in frame.
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Rough pencil "Character Studies" of "MR.
MAGOO" drawn by Director, Peter Bur-

ness.

Individual finished "animation drawings"

of "MR. MAGOO" to be used as a guide

by the "Inkers" and "Painters."

Page 24

Finished character of "MR. MAGOO"
"animated," "inked," and "painted" on
individual celluloid "cels," 10'A inches by

12Vi inches, ready for photography in con-

nection with the proper background.

Scenes from "FLAT-HATTING

a

U.S.

Naval 1946 training film.



View of Studio patio from office of Presi-

dent Stephen Bosustow—UPA.

Pete Burness—Director of MR. MAGOO"
at work in his UPA office.

A wing of UPA building gives a modern
aspect to old Mount Hollywood.

Ninth, these colored drawings
are then test-photographed and
checked to insure complete color

fidelity. Color selections are then

approved.

Tenth, the animation sheets now
go to the ink and paint department

where the individual sheets are

traced in ink on celluloid "cels."

Painting of the characters then fol-

lows and the completed cels—on

which only the characters appear—
are then ready for the camera.

Eleventh, the cels are laid over

the background in several layers

and only those which advance the

action are changed after each ex-

posure. This minimizes the number
of cel changes. The transparent cels

make possible the use of only one
background for many frames of ac-

tion and give the characters a third

dimensional effect.

Twelfth, music is now composed,
synchronized to the action and then

recorded on the sound track.

Thirteenth, the last step, is edit-

ing, splicing and "dubbing" of the

music, sound effects and dialog

tracks into a composite to be printed

with the picture.

The accompanying photographs
illustrated some of these many com-
plicated activities, which only a per-

sonal inspection of the Studio in

action can fully present.

For these, and the photos relating

to the physical aspects of the UPA
plant and its novel applied contem-
porary art product, Production De-

sign is indebted to Mr. Charles

Daggett of the UPA Staff.

And to Messrs. Herbert Klynn,

Pete Durness, Ted Parmalee, and
Louis Korn, SMPAD extends its

gratitude for a most informative, in-

teresting and exciting experience.
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Once, many years ago, a pro-

ducer asked for a description of Wil-

liam Darling, the man responsible

for many of the most important pic-

tures at Fox Studios; the answer was
typical of the impression he leaves

with his associates: "A quiet-man-

nered man with a magnetic person-

ality."

Few people recall that he was
born in Hungary as Vilmos Bela

Sanderhazi, but Anglicized his

name for practical purposes. Paint-

ings bearing the name of William

Darling hang in the Galleries of

Paris, Rome, New York, and other

art centers. He was given his ele-

mentary education in the public

schools of Budapest and attended

the University of Architecture in the

same city. He was also a student at

the Academy of Fine Arts in Paris,

after which he won a scholarship

at L'Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris. In

the early part of the century he
settled in New York City where he

opened a studio and painted por-

traits of such notables as F. W.
Woolworth and Billy Sunday.

His first attempt at motion picture

work was with the old American
Film Plant in Santa Barbara. From
there he came to Hollywood and
was with Louis B. Mayer, then pro-

ducing independently. In 1922,

Darling acted as technical director

on Fox Film's super-production of

"Monte Cristo." From that position

he became Supervising Art Director

for all the Fox Productions.

Under the Fox banner his most
monumental work, and the one on

which he received his greatest rec-

ognition, was "Cavalcade." His fi-
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"Anna & the

King of Siam"
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delity to detail, particularly in the

reproduction of Trafalgar Square in

London won him acclaim through-

out the British Isles, as well as an

Academy Award for Art Direction

of the production.

In 1936, while working on the

picture, "THE LITTLE COLONEL," he
had the unique experience of meet-
ing again Lionel Barrymore with
whom he had studied art in Paris

at the beginning of the century. The
two men had their studios in the

same building at 13 Rue Bonaparte,,

just a block from the banks of the

Seine. Darling had come to Paris

after eight years of hard study at

the Academy in Budapest. Both

chose quarters in a rickety old

French house almost directly oppo-

site the Beaux Arts. The Barrymore

atelier was situated on the third

floor rear, while the workshop and
abode of Darling was under the

roof, a floor higher. Often the pair

(Continued on page 22)
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SWAMP 8 JUNGLE

AREA
PLOT PLAN —WATERWAYS SET

CEUTURY-FOX /j
by M l v rrv A r\

When the proposed schedule of

pictures for 1951-52 was released

by the Production Office at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox Film Corporation,

a definite need for a permanent
"waterways" site was seen by Su-

Mvirrxl i\tk*l,
$* AA* P • A* D*

pervising Art Director, Lyle Wheel-
er, since many of these productions

were scenically laid in localities

where water was a definite part of

the background. Preliminary plans

for such a scheme had been studied

Page 10



by Wheeler for many years, and

progress had been made through

permanent landscape planting on a

fifteen acre site at the Beverly Hills

Studio to prepare for such an even-

tuality.

The immediate requirements for

these pictures were: 1 . a swamp
with water canals; 2. a jungle with

paths; 3. a lake with trees and a

beach; and 4. a series of canals with

practical locks, docks and beaches.

The final scheme was given to Art

Director Addison Hehr to plan, and
from his studies a terrain model was
prepared for the approval of the

studio executives. Jack Ferguson,

Studio Engineer, worked out the

structural requirements and let the

contract for the project.

Essentially, the waterways set

was a grouping together of the

basic needs for productions which

would require large or small areas

of water with a background of per-

manent planting, the planting to be

of the type that would be green

throughout the year, and would not

require the services of a staff of

gardeners. The swamp section has

canals which can be drained

through the use of temporary

dykes, without draining the huge
lake area, and filled with dirt to

change the swamp to a jungle. The
lake can be emptied in order to

build sets on its bottom, and then

refilled without touching sets which
are in other areas. Iron mooring
rings on the bottom are placed on
a twenty foot grid system and are

Page 1 J
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used for footings and anchoring

points.

Under the direction of Glenn Har-

man, Head of the Landscape De-

partment and of Permanent Garden-
ing at the Studio, huge live trees

were transplanted to the banks and
on the islands — the use of pine,

olive, and rubber trees all tend to

give year-round greenness to the

background. Grass and barley were
sown for a ground covering to be
replaced with slow growing shrubs.

All shrubs and young trees were
obtained from the nursery main-

tained by the Studio on the back lot.

The area is divided in sections

which are planted with tropical fol-

iage, Eastern United States trees and
shrubs, and the landscape of the

South Pacific Islands.

Technically, the waterways set

covers an area of over 100,000
square feet and is composed of four

lakes. One has a three-foot level

when filled, while the others are

six and ten feet deep. An interest-

ing part of the set is the locking de-

vice which connects the lake por-

tions. Inasmuch as there is a differ-

ence in levels between the reser-

voirs, a canal-type lock is employed
as a link between the three-foot,

six-foot, and ten-foot bodies of

water. The locks are designed after

the early locks of the Erie Canal and
measure fifteen feet in width. They
consist of timber piling covered
with heavy wooden planks. The
lock gates, which operate manually,
are attached to and will swing from
concrete abutments.
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Matte Shot: Including the F. G. Bridge. River scene worked
over a photograph taken on the site. This method establishes

camera set-up and action.
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Matte Shot: 10 foot lock. This lock will lower or raise the boat according to the

action. The background scenery will be changed to fit the different localities.

Photograph shows the lock without water. Hehr on the bank and Leonard Cutrow,

Artist, on the floor of the lock.

Matte Shot: Lodge on Lake Michigan. "Snows
of Kilimanjaro", John De Cuir, Art Director.
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Matte Shot: Lock at Rochester, New York. Sketch prepared

over photograph taken at site. "Farmer Takes a Wife

“

Addison Hehr, Art Director.
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The task of digging out 15,000
yards of dirt for the bottom of the

lake was a huge project. No dirt

was actually removed from the

area; rather, it was used to level off

the area surrounding the set, and to

build hillocks from level ground to

contours forty feet high. During the

digging operation, the top soil was
set aside, then replaced on the sur-

face of the land when the leveling

was completed. One thousand feet

of pipe line were laid to handle the

filling of the lake. Three days are

required to fill the three portions

as the capacity of the lake is three

million gallons of water. In addi-

tion to the filling lines, six hundred
feet of 16" diameter drain line was
laid so that all water areas can be
emptied in eight hours. The gunite

process (a system of laying cement
bedding over steel mesh) was em-
ployed in the construction— it is an
operation in which cement is shot

through an air gun onto the desired

surface.

Inasmuch as any large body of

water presents a sanitation prob-

lem, arrangements have been made
to fill the lakes with mosquito fish.

These piscine scavengers will de-

vour anything and everything in or

on the water—including mosquitos,

mosquito eggs, and larvae. To con-

trol the growth of algae, the water
in- the lake was treated with copper
sulfate.

Since the completion of the

waterways in March of this year, it

has been used for such productions

as "LYDIA BAILEY" for a jungle in

Haiti; "LURE OF THE WILDERNESS",
a story of swamp life in Georgia; a

resort lake in Michigan for "SNOWS
OF KILIMANJARO"; a Guatemalan
jungle for "TREASURE OF THE
GOLDEN CONDOR", African jun-

gles and rivers for "WHITE WITCH
DOCTOR," the Erie Canal and rivers

for the musical "FARMER TAKES A
WIFE." This was also used for an
amusement park for "STARS AND
STRIPES FOREVER."

Matte Shot — Multiple locks at Lockport

",Farmer Takes A Wife

"

Addison Hehr, Art Director
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Dialing DUnkirk 4-8548 will put

you in touch with a too-little-known

source of research: THE LIBRARY OF
ARCHITECTURE AND ALLIED ARTS.

This library contains a fine tra-

ditional and a good contemporary
collection of foreign and domestic
books which in great part consisted

of the valuable library collected by
George Edwin Bergstrom. Its for-

eign and domestic magazine file

dates from 1870. In addition to

service by telephone, the library is

open for reference from twelve to

five each day and from twelve to

ten P.M. each Wednesday. Under
rules similar to those of the Los Ang-
eles Public Library, any book or

magazine may be taken out. All

service is free.

Art Director Randall Duell and
his fellow members of the Library's

Board of Directors extend a warm
welcome to all Studio Personnel to

avail themselves of the library serv-

ice.

The library was founded in 1935
by a group of Los Angeles archi-
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tects, organized under the name of

Allied Architects in 1924, to design

the County Hospital, the County
Court House, and other civic struc-

tures.

Having completed their civic

work in 1935, the Allied Architects

prepared to dissolve their associa-

tion. Instead of distributing their

library of many volumes, and their

profit of forty thousand dollars, the

members resolved to establish a

permanent architectural library sim-

ilar to the Crerar Library in Chicago.

THE LIBRARY OF ARCHITECTURE
AND ALLIED ARTS, a non-profit cor-

poration was formed. The govern-

ing body is a self-perpetuating

board of directors.

In 1937 the collection was moved
to its present quarters at 3723 Wil-

shire Boulevard and Mr. William

Clark succeeded Mrs. Robert Lock-

wood, the first librarian. At the time

of Mr. Clark's retirement in 1951,

Mrs. Robert Alexander, the present

librarian was appointed.

Recently the Board of Directors

resolved to extend the library's use-

fulness to architects, art directors,

textile and industrial designers, stu-

dents, and studio research depart-

ments, by adding to their collection

of contemporary design publica-

tions. To launch this program a

Friends of the Library Drive is being'

organized.

''Production Design" takes great

pleasure in bringing THE LIBRARY
OF ARCHITECTURE AND ALLIED
ARTS, to the attention of its many
readers, and urges those in the mo-
tion picture industry who may be
interested to take advantage of this

wonderful free research source.

Remember this number —
DUnkirk 4-8548
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met in each other's rooms and dis-

cussed the future, not realizing that

they would meet twenty-five years

later, half way around the world.

Until his retirement in 1940, Wil-

liam Darling has had such creditable

pictures to his name as FOUR SONS,
WAY DOWN EAST, BERKELEY
SQUARE, CAVALCADE, IN OLD
CHICAGO, JESSE JAMES, and THE
RAINS CAME. In 1943, at the re-

quest of Twentieth Century-Fox

Film Corporation, he came out of

retirement to create the back-

grounds for SONG OF BERNA-
DETTE, an Academy Award Winner;
KEYS OF THE KINGDOM in 1944;

and ANNA AND THE KING OF
SIAM in 1946, another Academy
Award Winner for Art Direction.

In speaking with George Dudley,

an associate of William Darling for

the last fifteen years, he mentioned

several factors which Darling al-

ways tried to incorporate within his

sketches and then on the screen: 1.

With his great love for living trees,

he would design his exterior sets

around natural growth in order to

obtain depth and a framework for

photographic composition. 2. To ob-

tain dramatic effects and heighten

the atmospheric qualities of a scene,

he would group buildings on the

side or crest of a hill allowing the

natural sky to frame the picture.

3. He would over-emphasize the

textures of materials, such as stones,

woods, and designs, in order that

the light would give pattern to the

background.

These thirty years as an Art Di-

rector have been full and happy
years for William Darling, the man
to whom many individuals are in-

debted for their training and guid-

ance.
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THE FRONT COVER SHOWS the entry

hall to the King's Palace of Marshovia.

The opening in the background is backed
up by a scenic painting. The set is 16 feet

high up to the necking of the shell-like

recess and matted from thereon. The
painted finish has a high lacquer luster

throughout. This is the room in which Miss

Turner as the Merry Widow, and Miss

Merkel as her secretary, are greeted by

the Major Domo, the King being in bed
asleep, and his nephew, the Count, enjoy-

ing the night life in the village. Warren
Newcombe and staff were responsible for

the many matte shots in the picture.

PAUL GROESSE

THE PLAZA of the Marshovian Village

with the Railway Station to the right. The
matte line occurs just above the tunnel,

crosses down, then goes up to the ridge of

the Station, up the side to the parapet and
across. The King has given instructions to

Count Danilo to await the Widow at the

Station and to greet her with the proper

hosannas, but she does not arrive on
schedule, and the Count and the Palace

Guard become weary and return to the

Village and its gay night life.
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PAUL GROESSE and CEDRIC GIB-

BONS, M.G.M. Art Directors, once

again make an important bid for

fame in the third MGM production

of "The Merry Widow."
Produced by Joe Pasternak, and

directed by Curtis Bernhardt, the

outstanding photography of Robert

Surtees captures the romantic values

of Groesse's settings, which provide

a fitting background for the Lana

Turner - Fernando Lamas love story.

-Ed.

THE COURTYARD of the Inn in Mar-
shovia where the famous song "Vilci" was
sung.

A REVERSE shot of the Plaza showing Danilo and the Palace Guard awaiting the

arrival of the Widow. The matte line is behind the setting. The Palace is up on the

hill overlooking the Village and the Marshovian Valley.
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A VIEW overlooking the Village below with the Marshovian Valley and Lake beyond.

This is a painted backing beautifully executed.

THIS SETTING is the exterior of the Palace garden, with a painted

scenic backing behind the distant greenery.
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THE SETTING of the Drawing Room of the Merry Widow suite in the Palace. The
window fenestration has utilized picture frames. The grill work on the right is staff.

Empty ornate mirror frames set off the windows. This room in particular has com-
pletely captured the spirit of Franz Lehar's music that takes place in a mythical

Balkan country of Marshovia of fairyland quality. Ed Willis and Arthur Krams have

done a beautiful job of set decorating.

ANOTHER SHOT of the same room. All the

wall surfaces and floors have been given a

highly lacquered finish so that this room
has a porcelain quality. When the Widow
first sees this room, she says "Why, this

looks just like a birthday cake room."

SETTING for the

Bedroom in the Merry
Widow's suite in the

Palace. Miss Turner

is asleep in this

rococo bed when
she is awakened by

the singing of Danilo

outside her window
in the garden below.
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A DIFFERENT SHOT of the same Bed-

room. The Merry Widow arises from her

bed, puts on her peignoir and exits through

the lacy curtains on to the balcony to hear

more clearly Danilo's warbling.

A SETTING of the King's sumptuous bed-

room suite in the Palace. This is a redress

and revamp of the Palace entry hall.
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THE SETTING of the Hotel foyer in Paris. When the Merry

Widow discovers that Danilo is interested in her wealth

alone, she hurries off to Paris with her secretary

and stops at this Hotel.

ANOTHER SHOT of the Hotel foyer. Danilo

follows in hot pursuit.

THE AGENT DE POLICE where
Count Danilo tries in vain

to find his Fifi.

Page 1
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THE SETTING FOR MAXINE'S. Determined to have a last fling, Danilo goes to

the French quarter to say good-bye to his many lovely can-can girl friends who en-

tertain the customers at this famous French night club. A scene in the picture opens

with a riotous color of reds with a group of girls and two acrobats performing on

the stage. To appreciate the lack of timidity in the use of color, one should see this

show and particularly this scene. The Merry Widow follows Danilo to this night club,

learns from the cabbie what the girls do therein. She enters, and Danilo is attracted

to her. He invites her up to a private dining room on the second floor.

Page 12

THE PRIVATE DINING ROOM at Max-
ine's where Danilo and the Merry Widow
become better acquainted.



THE SETTING for the Marshovian Embassy ballroom in the Palace. This colorful

scene is the place where the Merry Widow dances with Danilo, under the

spell of his love making. The set stops at the necking of the columns

and is matted thereon up.

PART OF THE WALTZ
as seen in the Ballroom.
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There is one country on this

shrinking planet that has an annual

output in feature motion picture

production footage that is said to

exceed that of the American film

industry. This country is India. In

spite of this quantity of film, most
of us have never seen one of the

many pictures made in this over-

populated and mystic land.

That fine picture that Jean Renoir

made in India, "The River," and in

which Eugene Lourie did such beau-

tiful art direction, was really an

American picture made on location

in India.

Well, I had the opportunity this

past summer to see first hand what
the real Indian film industry is like

and get to know a few of the people

in it. I went to India with two very

interesting assignments; one, I was
to work directly with the all Indian

motion picture company, Minerva
Movietone Studios in Bombay. My
job there was to be color adviser

and ambassador extraordinaire with-

out portfolio. My other job was to

absorb and photograph as much of

the Indian atmosphere as possible

in preparation for designing the pic-

ture "Monsoon" for the independent
American company. The Film Group,
Inc. This little article deals only

with my experiences with Minerva
Movietone.

I flew all the way, stopping off

in London just long enough to check

with Mr. George Gunn of Techni-

color of London for instructions.

Twenty-two hours by air via Air In-

dia and we were over Bombay. It

looked like any large city from the

air (population ten million) and the

outskirts of the city looked badly

flooded. I learned that this was to

be expected at this time of the year,

the monsoon season. It was hot and
humid every day, about like a mid-

summer heat wave in New York
City, and it rained some part of

every day I was in India. Mr. Sorab
Modi met me at the airport. He and
his brother, Keki Modi, own Min-
erva Movietone and Central Studios

in Bombay and a large chain of the-

atres throughout India. The follow-

ing morning Sorab Modi and his Art

Director, Mr. Rusi Banker, picked me
up at the hotel and drove me to the

studio.

The name of the picture I was to

work on was "Jhansi ki Rani," which
means in English "Queen of Jhansi."

It is the dramatization of the life

and tragic death of the Maharani of

Jhansi. This was a part of the Indian

Mutiny in 1857. The Rani was shot

by British soldiers as she was lead-

ing her regiment in a suicidal

charge during the siege of the fort

at Jhansi, a small province in the

west central part of India. The In-

dian does not speak of this battle

as a "mutiny." To him it is the be-

ginning of their own fight for inde-

pendence, similar to our battle of

Lexington and Concord, and the

brave Rani of Jhansi is a national
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martyr—the Joan of Arc of India

This story had important national

significance in this sixth year of In-

dia's freedom. The picture was to be
made in Hindustani, the language
most films are shot in; but for the

first time in an Indian picture, an

English version was to be made.

Rusi Banker had already been
preparing the designs for about six

months. There were a great number
of sets and most of them were based

on the authentic buildings, some of

which are still standing, in sad need
of repair, in the town of Jhansi. The

amount of research that Rusi Banker

had assembled could not have been
improved upon by a major studio in

Hollywood. Documentation by pho-

tograph, measured drawings,
sketches and maps of all the various

locations were beautifully cata-

logued. I was amazed when I

learned that he had taken all the

pictures himself and was his own

research department. I was also sur-

prised to find that the Indian Art

Director does all his own drafting

and the original drawings are sent

to the mill, no blueprints ever being
used. The working drawings are, of

course, in far less detail than we are

used to, and are drawn on heavy
paper instead of tracing paper. In

going over the various sets, I soon
began to realize that this mild, un-

assuming young man, that I had
flown half way around the world
to help in his color problems, was
teaching me a few tricks in organiz-

ing his work, and getting the job

done in a calm and unperturbed
manner.

Very few Americans are avyare of

the differences of the Islamic, Hindu
or Buddhist periods in Indian Archi-

tecture. We all know our Greek and
Roman orders from Architectural

school, but how many of us could

distinguish the difference between
the Imperial Style of the Khalji Dy-

RUSI BANKER (left)

and SARAB MODI,
the Producer-Actor

(right), looking at

the model of the

Jhansi Fort. This Set

was constructed over

the existing Studio

buildings on the

back lot.



RUSI BANKER (left)

and George Jenkins

• (right) on the interior

Set of the Jhansi

Palace.

nasty in Islamic Architecture and the

Mogul period of Shah Jahan? The
Indian Art Director must know his

own native architecture and Rusi

Banker turned out to be a walking
encyclopedia on the subject. In ad-

dition to this knowledge, he must
know the architecture of the West-
ern world, which has been super-

imposed on his own native style by
the years of British rule. I realize

how easy it is for us to make con-

spicuous boners in this strange ar-

chitecture, and I see how the edu-

cated Indian is amused, but not

pleased, by our ignorance.

Everyone, at one time or another,

has heard someone say India is a

colorful country. It certainly is very

true. This color adviser in that color-

ful country was confronted with a

complex dilemma. The native sari

is brilliantly colored and the Indian

women love certain characteristic

clashing color schemes. The Hindu

and Mongul temples are brilliantly

colored inside and out, most of it is

in what we might call primitive

taste. Many houses are brightly col-

ored in blue, pink, turquoise, yel-

low ochre and Indian red. The na-

tional taste in color, if you can say

there is one, is on the opposite end
of the spectrum from the restrained

sophisticated color sense of the Eng-

lish or American.
Psychologically speaking, a pre-

dominating Indian trait is a feeling

of inferiority. This feeling of inade-

quacy and humility is born from the

philosophy of the religions of India

and has long been nurtured by the

British. Consequently, they look

with envy on all things foreign, in-

cluding every color picture that

comes to India. Good or bad, they
are anxious to copy. They are, at the

same time, aware that it does not

fit their native land. I did not feel

that I should guide this Indian ar-
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BANKER and JENKINS in front of a glass

door, a replica of one of the interior

doors of the Jhansi Palace.

tist away from his native color in-

stinct, even though he was not

proud of it. This was an Indian pic-

ture to be made for the great nation-

alistic audience in that country of

three hundred fifty-three million

persons. The number of people

from the Western world who will

see this picture will be far less than

its potential box office in its native

land. The plan I decided to follow

was to give advice on the dramatic

value of color, which is almost uni-

versal, and its relation to the mood
of the scene. I also wanted to awake
in Rusi Banker pride and confidence

in this unsophisticated and primitive

feeling for color which he possessed

naturally but was hesitant to ex-

press. I set out to accomplish this

with trips to the museum where
miniature paintings, fabrics, and
frescoes could be examined. We
went to shops and discussed the

colors of the native materials in con-

trast to the imported ones. We made
many trips around all sections of

Bombay where I could see with my
fresh eye the beauties of a wonder-
ful country, pointing out to him the

common everyday things in his life

that were characteristically Indian
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RUSI BANKER directing the efforts of his

head painter on one of the sets for

"JHANSI ki RANI"

but being seen so often, were taken

for granted. And, as I hoped would
happen, a strong feeling for his na-

tional heritage slowly developed,
bringing with it confidence.

Once confident, Rusi Banker
worked out his set colors and cos-

tume colors. They represented his

own choice and they were real In-

dian color schemes. I think that the

only color that I imposed on him
was the Technicolor gray scale to be
used in place of whites. This is a

photographic problem which he

readily understood. When it came

time to leave Bombay and fly East

on around the world by way of

Bankok, Hongkong, Tokio and back
to California, I felt that Rusi Banker
was standing on his own feet and
no longer feeling doubtful about
his national color inheritance.

When "The Queen of Jhansi" is

shown in America, perhaps it will

help us understand the Indian bet-

ter, and recall to mind our own
struggle for political and artistic in-

dependence and freedom.
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SKETCHES

JOHN DE CUIR, Art Director, Scenic

Designer, Painter, Watercolorist,

Book Illustrator, and Muralist, grad-

uated from Chouniard Art Institute

in 1939. A member of the Univer-

sal Studio Art Department until en-

tering the U.S. Navy, in 1946 he

returned to Universal to be Art Di-

rector for the 'Mark Hellinger Unit':

i.e. NAKED CITY. John joined the

Art Department staff at 20th Cen-

tury-Fox under Lyle Wheeler in

1950. He was nominated for the

Academy Award in 1952 for Art

Direction for THE HOUSE ON TELE-

GRAPH HILL. Within the last year

he has been Art Director on the fol-

lowing motion pictures: DIPLO-

MATIC COURIER, SNOWS OF KILI-

MANJARO, MY COUSIN RACHEL
and CALL ME MADAM.
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Sketch for the Spanish Civil War Battlefield stage set, with panning glass matte

shot above the broken roof line of the fort, for THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO and

below, from the same 20th Century-Fox production, the interior of the Studio Room
of the Riviera Villa.
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SKETCHES BY JOHN DE CUIR

Above is one of DeCuir's fluid sketches for

the Clock Dance Number in CALL ME
MADAM, new 20th Century-Fox musical;

and left and below are three sketches for

the Palace Terrace Dance Number from

the same production.
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Officers
/I S-MPAD-
V 1952 -1953

ARTHUR LONERGAN,
PRESIDENT of the Soci-

ety of Motion Picture Art

Directors; Art Director at

M.G.M. Studios for the

past four years, plus five

years in Independent Stu-

dios. A product of Colum-
bia University and Art

Students League, N.Y.C.

Taught History of Archi-

tecture at N.Y. University

and practiced Architec-

ture in New York State.

JERRY PYCHA, VICE PRESIDENT; DUNCAN CRAMER, SECRETARY TREASURER;
and JOHN MEEHAN, ADMINISTRATOR, have all served previously and well as

Officers of S.M.P.A.D. Cramer and Meehan have been reelected to their last year's

Offices, while Pycha served as Secretary-Treasurer when S.M.P.A.D. was founded in

1937. All of our newly elected Officers have served upon our Board of Directors and
upon many Society Committees.

Space does not present itself sufficiently to list the many credits and accomplish-

ments of the Society's Officers. Top notch productions, long service in the Industry,

Oscars, an impressive of which S.M.P.A.D. is justly proud.

And to our out-going Officers, President Robert M. Haas and Vice President Frank

E. Durlauf, our sincere gratitude.
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SKETCHES BY

Above is "BUS STOP" a vivid water

color painted in Mexico City in

1951, and Right, "Church at Fair-

play" Colorado. Lithograph done
directly on stone. This year, Arthur

was admitted as a member to the

California Water Color Society and
has one of his paintings on exhibit

at the 32nd Annual show of the

Society.
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for a {Berrier Xm3s
in Holl/wood

ONCE AGAIN the Motion Picture Re-

lief Fund, Inc. proudly announces
that four famous American Artists

have contributed an original paint-

ing for reproduction in color for the

Fund's 1952 Christmas Cards.

Flollywood's Artists each year do
their bit toward making the Christ-

mas days of many of Hollywood's
own a happy event. The sale of

these Christmas Cards in great quan-
tity has been most helpful in aiding

the Motion Picture Relief Fund to do
its great work. The Industry has

learned to use this service to be of

service. A great idea for a great

cause.

"Madonna" is by Paul Clemens;

"Little Old New York" is by Leonard

Cutrow; "Closed Set" is by John De-

Cuir; and "The Clown" is by Emil

Kosa, Jr.

Through the generosity of the

Artists, and the printers—the Pacific

Press, they are lithographed upon
heavy stock in color,—and are avail-

able at the same price in years past.

50 for $9.00-100 for $15.00-150
for $22.50. This price includes im-

printing of your name— 1 line, $1 .00

for each additional line imprinted.

Larger quantities may be ordered at

the 1 00 card rate.

Order now from Motion Picture

Relief Fund, Inc., 335 North LaBrea



Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California.

The Society of Motion Picture Art

Directors is most happy to reproduce

here in black and white the four

paintings offered, and congratulates

those who each year take a part in

contributing their art work to this

worthy cause.
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DUE TO the almost complete isola-

tion of the Maya country within the

confines of the Yucatan Peninsula,

the Maya developed an outstanding

indigenous civilization of their own,
free from alien influence. For this

region, surrounded on three sides

by vast bodies of water, the Gulf of

Mexico and the Caribbean Sea, and
on the fourth by the ranges of the

Cordillera mountains of Central

America, presented to the Maya a

little world of their own, in which to

develop and build one of the

world's most unique and fantastic

civilizations.

The origin of this civilization is

generally believed to have had its
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beginning in either the coastal plain

of Vera Cruz, or else in the area oc-

cupied by the ancient remains of the

city of TIKAL, in the north central

part of the Department of Peten,

Guatemala.
While there are evidences of pre-

historic Mayan culture which lead to

the belief that its beginnings were
about 3000 B.C., there are wooden
monuments, ceramics, and architec-

tural stone monuments which def-

initely establish themselves in the

year 353 B.C.

The OLD EMPIRE-317 A.D. to

987 A.D., was followed by the per-

iod of the NEW EMPIRE-987 A.D.

to 1697 A.D. During both of these
GoSuCk^o
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eras, there flourished the most bril-

liant civilization of the New World,

the remains of which are still being

uncovered, to the amazement of

students of art, architecture and ar-

cheology everywhere.

One of the early Spaniards who
observed these peoples in the Six-

teenth Century, claimed that these

Indians conducted themselves "as

if their CORN FIELDS were their

final goal and ultimate happiness.
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and that, in truth, they fell little

short of making a god of it."

Nevertheless, in the remains of

the old Empire cities, and also in

those of the New Empire, such as

at Chichen Itza, the imposing pyra-

mid temples, with their barbaric

feathered serpent columns, in honor
of Kukulcan the founder of the New
Dynasty,—the wondrous collonaded

passages, and astronomical observa-

tories, all present mute evidence of

the cultural heights attained by
these ancient peoples. They did not

live by corn alone.

Transportation being what it is to-

day, it is little less than remarkable

that so many of us in North Amer-
ica, who live so close to this archeo-

logical wonderland, builded by a

people whose primary interest was
the cultivation of maize, or Indian

corn, — should content ourselves

with travel afar, when the land just

to the south of us presents such

marvellous opportunities for a first-

hand look and close inspection of

the past twelve centuries.
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An MGM Picture

A Warner Bros.

Picture

A Harry M. Popkin
Production

United Artists

Release



Alfred Ybarra, S.M.P.A.D., Art

Director for the Wayne-Fellows Pro-

ductions of "Big Jim McLain" and
"Plunder of the Sun", recently com-
pleted a jaunt to Brazil, Chile, Bo-

livia, Peru, Panama and Mexico with

John Wayne. During this trip, he

visited the wonders of Yucatan,

where "Plunder of the Sun" will be

filmed. Long a painter of merit and

acclaim, especially noted for his

mastery of cloud effects, and with

a native affinity for Mexico and

Mexican art, Ybarra found in Yuca-

tan a fertile field for painting re-

search material, which he proceed-

ed to register for future use, with

his camera.
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"Production Design" reproduces

here just a few of the most striking

photos of these Mayan monuments
for our readers. The equipment used
by Ybarra was an Argus C3 camera,

XX Eastman film, and a red filter-

no light meter being utilized. Near-

ly all photos were taken at 100th of

a second, lens opening at 1 1

.

The power and dramatic effects

exhibited in these photos are syn-

onymous with the qualities exhibit-

ed in Ybarra's paintings, — striking

water colors, four of which have
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been purchased by the President of

Mexico, and many are to be found
upon the walls of the homes of

Hollywood's film personalities. With
a score of outstanding one-man ex-

hibits to his credit, Ybarra has raised

the S.M.P.A.D. banner high in the

field of watercolor art.

Once again, as we have many
times previously, we must make
apology for our inability to repro-

duce in color, but certainly the ele-

ments of composition and values in

expert hands are most evident.



CX Miracle of Our
Lady of Fatima'

by Edward Carrers, s.m.p.a.p.

WHETHER OR NOT you have per-

sonally observed a "miracle" as such

during the past days of your life,

you are nevertheless due to see one

when you view "Miracle of Fatima"

upon the screen.

The strange happenings in a pas-

ture at Fatima, Portugal, thirty-six

years ago, served as a basis for this

motion picture story presented by
Warner Brothers in WarnerColor,

and involved as a result, the solu-

tion of some most difficult problems

by our Studio's cinematic techni-

cians.

This is a simple enthralling story

of faith, the faith of little children;

and also a story of grown people,

kind, just and loving,—as well as

some others, — unkind, conniving,

downright mean and lacking in the

basic human virtues.

The processes involved were de-

vious and costly, but the results

upon the screen are eminently satis-

fying in their dramatic and artistic

values. This was due, in great part,

to the wonderful cooperation and
understanding displayed by the

many technicians of the various De-

partments concerned in achieving

the desired ends.

Most of all, however, from the

Art Director's point of view, it is the

story of a "miracle"—to be trans-

ferred to film for screening, the pic-

torial aspects of which had first to

be conceived, graphically presented

in various aspects for discussion,

and, having been finally deter-

mined, — ACCOMPLISHED photo-

graphically.



Sketch showing the "Cova"— the place of the children's vision





Interior ol

Tavern in Fatima.
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Sketch of the shrine

at the "Cova".

Sketch showing the

thousands who came to

the "Cova" at Fatima

to see the vision as the

children said they did.

Sketch showing

pilgrims at "Cova



Sketch showing the

vision as it appeared

to the children.

Sketch showing the

start of the Miracle of

Fatima as the sun breaks
thru the stormy,

cloudy sky.

Sketch showing the

Pilgrims standing in the

rain to see the Vision

at Fatima.



Sketch showing the Miracle of Fatima itself— the blazing,

whirling sun, as it bears down upon the earth.

No need to attempt a long recital

of the technical means utilized, for

the "how" in motion pictures has

long since become of little interest

to anyone except those charged with

"delivering the goods." The accent

of interest these days, rather, is on
"how much"? And when you can

make both of these ends meet satis-

factorily, artistic and technical skills

justify their existence.

Inasmuch as "Miracle of Fatima"

is practically a documentary blended
with a semi-fictional treatment, the

Portuguese backgrounds of 1917
had to be presented with reason-

able fidelity. The pastoral scenes,

therefore, had of necessity to match
the brilliant casting and the master-

ful direction.

One halting line,—one unreal per-

formance, and the spell is broken in

such a film. So it is with the settings.

Just one "phony" building-interior

or exterior, one architectural or dec-

orative background, shrieking its

incongruous existence behind an

otherwise flawless frame of film,

and John Audience either knows or

senses at once that something is

"haywire." We tried very hard in

"Fatima" to avoid any such occur-

rence. While this is the Art Director's

responsibility in every motion pic-

ture production, it is particularly es-

sential in the documentary film.

In "Miracle of Fatima," the con-

cluding sequence shows the actual

gatherings of thousands of people,

pilgrims to Fatima in observance of

the 35th anniversary of the Miracle

upon October 13, 1951. The facility

with which this actual on the spot

footage is assimilated into the stu-

dio fabricated production is mute
evidence of the careful planning of

all concerned, with believability and
the utmost in realism as the goal.
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